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BRIEFLY
Inside
It was an accident:

Some items used today,
were products of science.
But, the origin of these
items were not meant to be.
Scientists searching for
other results accidentally
came across the products
we use today.
►•See, SCIENCE page 4.
Skip class anyone:

The Kohl hall council is
sponsoring "Blow-off Day"
on Friday. As part of the
annual event, residents of
Kohl Hall will be going to
the Woodland MaU in University vans.
► See, page 6.

Campus
USG president is...

USG election winners will
be announced 11 a.m. in the
first floor lounge of Prout
Hall today.
USG Elections and Opinions Board chairperson
Linda Schnetzer said any
campaign violations and
disqualifications under consideration by the board will
be reported this morning.
Charges of violations may
be filed with EOB until 8
a.m. today.
Lecture canceled:

Tonight's lecture by
Wande Abimboloa, professor of African Languages
and Literature from
Nigeria, has been canceled
due to Abimboloa's emergency return to Nigeria.
The lecture, a part of African Week 1991, will be rescheduled at a later date.
Tell him what he's won)

Honors Student Association and the Honors Program will be holding their
annual Tuition Raffle Drawing at 1 p.m., March 18 in
the Falcon's Nest. A $1000
scholarship and three $50
book scholarships will be awarded.

State
Hey batter, batter:

Gov. George Voinovich
will throw out the ceremonial first pitch for the Cincinnati Reds' season opener
April 8 at Riverfront Stadium, according to a
spokesperson.
"The governor has been
invited to throw out the first
C" 'h in Cincinnati and he
accepted," spokesperson Curt Steiner said.
The defending World Series champions play the
Houston Astros in the traditional National League
opener.
Military center
opened:

The Ohio Army National
Guard has opened a referral
center for military families
and dependents at the Akron-Canton Regional Airport.
Although the center is
operated by the Ohio
National Guard, its services
are available to all military
families.
"We try to act as a clearinghouse to direct families
where to go for help," Sgt.
Charles Dade said.

Weather
Snow and clouds:

Snow likely today, especially in the morning. Highs
mid 30s to
lower 40s.
Tonight,
partly
cloudy
with lows
in the 20s.
Mostly
sunny
Friday
with highs
in the 40s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Iraq accused of
violating peace
OTTAWA (AP) - President
Bush, on a whirlwind journey of
Ctwar diplomacy, cautioned
ii on Wednesday against seizing Iraqi territory in the aftermath of the Persian Gulf War.
"That would be the worst thing
they could do," he said.
Bush also accused Iraq of violating terms of a conditional
cease-fire by using combat helicopters to attack rebel forces.
"That's one thing that has got to
be resolved before we're going to
have any permanence to any
cease-fire," Bush said.
At a news conference with Canadian Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney, Bush said it was "impossible to have normalized relations" with Iraq as long as Sad-

dam Hussein remains in power.
Yet he said he was concerned
about instability in the region if
Iraq were to become destablized
in the wake of its devastating
defeat.
Saddam's forces have been battling for control of Iraq in scattered locations, with Republican
Guard units reportedly fighting
with Kurdish rebels and other
disaffected parties.
Bush touched down in Canada
on the first leg of a five-day trip
that also will include sessions in
Martinique with French President Francois Mitterrand and in
Bermuda with British Prime
Minister John Major. Canada,
France and Great Britain all
(. See IUSH, page 4.

Students to appeal
date-party ruling
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

Thirty-six students involved in the Weston date-party arrests are
appealing to the State of Ohio Sixth District Court of Appeals regarding the evidence used against them during their trial.
According to Student Legal Services Managing Attorney Greg Bakies, they are appealing because the defense disagreed with the
court's decision in the motion to suppress evidence.
"The police elicited some admissions [of underaged consumption of
alcohol] by students that we thought should have been excluded in the
case because people have a Fifth Amendement right to remain silent,
and because they were questioned without an adviser present," he
said.
Bakies said he believes the students were held against their will
without charges being named or rights being read. Actually, he said,
students were taken into custody when they were being questioned.
Judge James Bachman said the students were not held in custody
during their questioning because they were in a public place at the
time.
D See APPEAL, page 5.

What? No Room!
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Lucky shuttle bus passengers wait for their chance to get out of the wind and on to the bus Wednesday afternoon at the Harshman stop. Approximately 2,600 people rode the shuttle bus Wednesday.

Change in drinking laws not likely
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

Even Americans dying for a
country which refuses to let them
drink may not initiate discussion
of a repeal of the 21 drinking age,
according to a representative for
Congressperson Paul Gillmor.
And state and local officials —
some openly opposed to the
21-drinking age — believe that
little outside of Washington, D.C.
will change the age for Bowling
Green.
"I don't think anything is going
to happen on this," said Mark
Isakowitz, press secretary to U.S.
Rep. Gillmor [R-Port Clinton].
"There is about as much a chance
of the drinking age coming up
again as there is for a tax increase this year — and that's
nil."
Historically. American military conflicts have focused attention on the age of responsibilty for
certain activities.

A Georgia governor pushed an
18-year-old voting age for his
state as early as World War II.
The 18-year-old vote gathered
steam during the unpopular Vietnam conflict and resulted in the
eassage of the 26th amendment to
le U.S. Constitution in 1971.
But the war in the Persian Gulf
has not brought attention to the
drinking age, Isakowitz said.
"To my Knowledge there is no
movement afoot to change that."
(NOT!)
Isakowitz said. "Whether [GillUNDERAGING
IN
mor] thinks it's justifiable or not,
it is not a linkage we have -_ BOWLING GREE
heard."
Congress indirectly mandated
the 21-drinking age by requiring Ohio Senate, the General Assemstates to pass it in order to bly passed the 21-drinking age
receive federal highway funding. under his leadership.
Despite widespread opposition
"I remember that my boss
in states, including Ohio, where a deeply resented it at the time,"
referendum to raise the drinking Isakowitz said. Not passing the
age had failed only years before 21-drinking age would have cost
— the United States is uniformly Ohio $50 million in two years,
leading some legislators to call it
21 today.
Gillmor has seen the issue from federal "blackmail."
both sides. As president of the
But after his election to the U.S.

House of Representatives in 1988,
Gillmor has not taken a stance on
the drinking age.
"I guess its something right
now that we really don't have a
position on," Isakowitz said. "I
can't say with certainty that we
have ever received a letter on it."
Writing Congress is the only
course of action for fighting the
drinking age, according to Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller.
He says he is opposed to the
21-year-old standard, but compelled to enforce it.
"And how do you enforce it
when you have the number of
people we have underage in a
town of 28,000 and the number of
officers we have?" the mayor
asked.
Miller compared popular disregard for the drinking age in his
city to Prohibition-era attitudes
and said 18 was a more appropriate age.
Because of the opportunities for
liability, the city could not choose
not to enforce the law in Bowling

Soviets voting on Union's future
Referendum to poll citizens on need for more control over republics
by Bryan Brumley
Associated Press writer
MOSCOW — A resounding "nyet" on a referendum this weekend could shatter the Soviet Union and the political authority of
President Mikhail Gorbachev, a top Communist Party official said Wednesday.
Yuri Prokofiev predicted the poll question
would pass and cited public opinion surveys
that said 60 percent of the voters would cast
ballots Sunday in the nonbinding vote on
whether to preserve the Soviet Union. He
said up to 70 percent of the participants
would vote "yes and about 25 percent no."
The vote is to be counted by each republic
and not compiled as a national total in this
land of 285 million residents. Six of the 15 Soviet republics, including the three secessionist Baltic states, are boycotting the referendum.
"If the majority says no, it will mean the
collapse of the political prestige of Gorbachev," said Prokofiev, head of the Commu-

nist Party in Moscow.
The referendum has developed into a political contest between Gorbachev and Russian
Federation President Boris Yeltsin, Prokofiev complained.
"It's not a question of Gorbachev or Yeltsin. It is a question of the destiny of the country," he said.
The conflict between the two ~ien sharpened Wednesday as Yeltsin demanded
state television give him 40 minutes of air
time Friday night. Gorbachev, as president
and head of state, will make a televised address Saturday night.
In a televised appearance Feb. 12, Yeltsin
accused Gorbachev of leading the nation to
the brink of dictatorship and demanded he
resign.
Prokofiev said the referendum is intended
to sound out the public on whether to keep
the Soviet Union as it is or to conclude a new
Union Treaty that Gorbachev is pushing to
bolster central control over the republics.
"It's being carried out to learn the sentiments of the population," Prokofiev told a

Moscow news conference.
But, he said, "We are very clear about the
consequences that might ensue if the referendum answer is in the negative ... the
downfall of our union."
A negative vote could also destabilize
world politics, Prokofiev said.
"At present, there is some equilibrium
determining the processes in the world. And
this equilibrium would be upset," he said.
The referendum asks voters: "Do you
consider it necessary to preserve the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics as a renewed
federation of equal, sovereign republics in
which human rights and freedoms of any
nationality will be fully guaranteed?"
Gorbachev, who announced the referendum last December, now stands to lose
far more than he can gain from the vote,
said Prokofiev.
"The situation for Gorbachev is more
dangerous than it is for Yeltsin," he said. "If
the majority says yes, I don't think it would
be against Yeltsin, because he is for the
Union."

Green, City Attorney Mike Marsh
said. But precedents do exist for
ducking around certain types of
state legislation.
For nearly 20 years, police in
the city of Ann Arbor, Mich, enforced a local ordinance setting
the fine for marijuana possession
at $5 — nearly legalizing marijuana possession for that city.
Marsh said employing a similiar tactic with the drinking age
in Bowling Green — paying lip
service to the state law but locaP
ly mandating fines much lower
than six months in jail or $1,000
fine — would create ethical dilemmas, although in theory it
could work.
"It would certainly violate the
spirit of the city's relationship
with the General Assembly," he
said. "We're not in the business of
deciding that the General Assembly doesn't know what it's
talking about."
It would also leave an arresting
officer with the responsibility of
: Sir DRINKING, page 4.

Falcons
lose in
overtime
►See SPORTS, page 7 for
complete details.
The men's baksetball
team lost Wednesday night
in overtime to Wisconsin
87-79.
BG was eliminated from
the National Invitational
Tournament, which also
brought to a close the Falcons season.
The loss was the second
straight overtime setback
for the Falcons who finished
the season with a 17-13 record.
The Falcons lost in overtime to Eastern Michigan in
the MAC tournament prior
to Wednesday night's defeat
at the hands of the Badgers.
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U.S. practicing
its own form of
racial apartheid

black.
• Blacks receive stiffer sentences for all crimes, except homicide, because most homicides are interracial
and there is more discrimination against the black victim.
The message we get from this data is that black lives
aren't worth as much as white lives.
Recently, state and University researchers have
been questioning the overwhelmingly high black incarceration rates and want the disparities to be studFor every 100,000 blacks living in the oppressive, ied.
racist apartheid government of South Africa, 729
State Rep. William Mallory, D-Cincinnati, said the
are in prison.
State Criminal Sentencing Commission's highest priorAbout 3,109 blacks per 100,000 are imprisoned in the ity should be to determine whether blacks are being
"civilized5' United States — the most of any nation.
imprisoned more than whites for the same crimes. He
Why the major racial disparity? South Africa admits referred to evidence from a series of articles in the
to discrimination through apartheid. What is the Dayton Daily News , which found 60 percent of all
United States' excuse?
white convicts were released on probation, compared
In the U.S. judicial system, blacks definitely are dis- to 42 percent of blacks.
criminated against —just as they are eiiscriminated
It also found two-thirds of all felons sent to prison
from Montgomery County were black, even though the
against in society in general.
Compilations of several nation-wide studies indicate county's black population is less than 20 percent. Mallory said he suspects the disparities discovered in Daythe folio wine biases toward blacks:
• When a black offender kills a white victim, the indi- ton are not isolated cases.
vidual is seven times more likely to be given the death
A team of University researchers from the sociology
department is also examining racial bias, but is focuspenalty than when a white offender kills.
• Blacks make up 12-15 percent of the population, but ing more on the Ohio juvenile justice system. The obare arrested for one-half of homicide and one-half of jective of the team's study is not to accuse people of
discrimination, but to inform and sensitize different
rape cases.
• The likelihood for prosecution when the offender is jurisdictions that an element of discriminatory behavblack and the victim is white is the greatest, while it is ior does exist.
According to Stephen Cernkovich, a sociology
the least when the offender is white and the victim is

Gulf War breeds new American heroes
Schwarzkopf and Powell deserve thanks, ranking as five-star generals
Call him a bear, if you will.
Don't call him "Stormin' Norman." He's not overly fond of
that nickname. Call him a military genius, but chances are he'd
refute that in a second. Call him a
hero. He might refute that, but
the U.S. public would never let
him.
H. Norman Schwarzkopf is,
without much question, the first
American military hero since
World War II. The media has
been calling him the Dwight
Eisenhower of the Gulf, which
compares to Colin Powell as the
George Marshall of the conflict.
In Powell's case, it is appropriate; like Marshall, he rose
from humble beginnings and his
integrity, intelligence, and ability
seem unquestionable. In
Schwarzkopf's case, the comparison to Elsenhower may seem
lacking. Eisenhower was the
Sreat coalition leader of World
far n and an excellent staff officer who never led troops in combat; Schwarzkopf was an excellent coalition leader, a fine staff
officer, and a fighting general.
A graduate of West Point,
Schwarzkopf has served more
than 34 years in the Army. He has
a MS in mechanical engineering
and has served as an instructor
and an Associate Professor at
West Point in the Department of
Mechanics.
Balancing staff assignments
with field assignments, he has an

extensive array of decorations,
including the Distinguished Service Medal, three Silver Stars,
the Legion of Merit, the Distinguished Flying Cross, three
Bronze Stars, the Purple Heart,
the Master Parachutist Badge
and the Combat Infantryman Badge. Impressive by any standards.

World War II. The rank was orif;inally created to put U.S.
eaders on a par with their British
counterparts, who were Field
Marshals. It looked awkward to
have four star General Eisenhower commanding five star
Field Marshal Montgomery.

It would be highly appropriate
for Powell and Schwarzkopf to be
He has seen combat in Viet- raised to such a rank. Of course,
nam, as the commander of the 1st all the other commanding generals should be bumped up a rank
as well, since their input significantly added to victory. It is often
said, "victory has a hundred
fathers, while defeat is an orKhan." In this case, the staff that
elped create the winning strategy should be rewarded.

Along The
Middle Road
by
Chris Dawson

Battalion, 6th Infantry, of the
23rd Infantry "Americal" Division. One of the more interesting
assignments on his resume is the
entry listing him as the Deputy
Director of Operation Urgent
Fury. If the name is not familiar,
that is the military name for the
Grenada Invasion.
There have been talks of raising Schwarzkopf and Powell to
five-star rank, a rank that was
reserved only for the heros of

There has also been talk that
Powell and Schwarzkopf should
enter the political world, but that
would be a crucial mistake. Running an army and running a democratic nation are not the same
thing. There have only been two
generals who have ever been successful political leaders in U.S.
history: Washington and Eisenhower.
Even then, Eisenhower was not
a real politician. He only ran for
president twice and was elected,
which is not enough for a real
"political" career. And of course,
we should remember General
{later President] U.S. Grant, the
hero of the Civil War. Personally

honest, his two terms as president were marked by more corruption than has been seen before
or since.
Many of the presidents have
been military men, but usually
junior officers. Generals, used to
unstinting discipline and people
following their orders to the letter, are not easily able to adjust
to democracy, where giving orders is not the best way. Powell
and Schwarzkopf would undoubtedly be skillful as bureaucratic
politicians, much as General
Marshall was as Secretary of
State and Secretary of Defense,
but either of those two gentlemen
would probably be out of their
element as elected officials, such
as the president.
Regardless, both generals deserve the laurels and accolades
being heaped at their feet. The
military is like any other profession, and when people are found
who are efficient, effective,
highly skilled and successful,
they should be lionized. War may
be hell, but the Persian Conflict
will cause history books to be rewritten. Never has a conflict ended so quickly and so successfully
with so few casualties. Part of
that is because of H. Norman
Schwarzkopf and we in the UJS.
owe him thanks.
Chris Dawson is a senior history major and a columnist for the
News.

War is still raging at home in America
Battle in Middle East helps us to ignore our own national problems
My mind is in a spiritual
straight-jacket. I don't know if I
am being let in on the secret of
the grand promise of the great
American Medicine Show. See
the lunatic grin slapped across
my face? I drive down Wooster
looking at the neon signs of the
fast-food joints.
This town is a perfect example
of the American Medicine Show.
Its white-washed exterior stands
as the quintessential small town,
beating with the blood of God,
mom and apple pie.
But I also know about the secret
turmoil that is filling the picket
fenced abodes of this town. Its
dark secrets swim in the Bowling
Green city sewers. Where emotional incest, abuse and tragicomedy floats along with used
condoms.
I pass a house emblazoned with
Old Glory. I think," Thank God
the boys are coming home from
trie Gulf...thank God for my two
cousins who wear the soldier uniforms of war.
But what war?
We bombed the crap out of a
country that had no air defense,
then went in with the precision of
a janitor sweeping up a mad
country carnival's trash. We
should be proud that we faced the
challenge as a nation. But in facing that external challenge, we
ignored our own country's ongoing spiritual cancer.
A cancer that is rotting the very
principles for which our beautiful
red, white and blue stands for.
Everybody by now knows the
story about the man who was beat
within an inch of his life by the

Los Angeles Police Department.
It was all captured on the modern
technology of a hand held camcorder. And broadcast on CNN,
which seems to be electronic
finger on the pulse of our country.
From sea to shining sea, Americans saw a group of white cops
beating the blood, guts and dignity out of a single black man.

Word Up
by
Chuck
Travis
columnist
It reminded me of a group of
cats playing with a single shredded mouse. It was an example of
the American blood sport. While
we as a country were patting ourselves on the back for how humane our troops were being to the
Iraqi prisoners of war, we as
brothers were preying on our
own.
A gentler, kinder nation?
Yeah, right.
The real war is being fought in
our own streets. The beachheads
are in our own neighborhoods.
The battle plans written in our
own hearts. And the blood being
spilled is in our own souls.
And I am suffering from spirit-

ual schizophrenia. This is
Or were they all dealing with
different from clinical schizoph- the disparity of human beings,
renia. Clinical schizophrenia is blowing steam at a system which
neurological and chemical in had put them in a position where
nature. My type is more intangi- they were paying back all the
ble. I cannot put my finger on its wrongs done against them?
cause, except to say I was raised
The black man who had been
in this culture — I suckled its beaten said at a news conference
breast, wore its clothes, followed that he didn't feel that the assault
its rituals, believed its creeds, was racially motivated.
embraced its illusory beauty.
We all know better than that, as
I am sure he did.
And now there is something
beyond emptiness seducing me.
But I'm also sure he didn't exI wonder what was going on in pect his assaulters to be captured
the mind of that guy when the In action by an amateur camerboys in blue from the LAPD aman, who probably was trying
where kicking his kidneys hard to get a video to send to "Amerienough so that later he would piss ca's Funniest Home Videos."
blood.
Funny indeed how fate can turn
Sure he was a parole violator. and twist.
Sure he had led a police chase in
So as our troops return from the
excess of 100 mph. But when his
momentary madness wore off Gulf, give them a hand for a job
and he decided to pull his car over well done. And after all the ticker
and crawl out on the road like a tape has flown and hugs and kissupplicating dog, expecting to be ses given, let us not lose sight of
cuned and Hauled away, he prob- the battlefields which are raging
ably had the surprise of his life.
in the backyards of our own
The kiss of a policeman's night- hearts.
If we have the courage to parstick.
ade all the way around the world
I also wonder what was going to stop "naked aggression," we
on in the mind of the cops who surely have the courage to navitook turns beating him like a slab gate the minefields of our own
of meat. Did one of the cops have country.
his girlfriend dump him and then
spitefully parade her new man in
We had better. If we don't, we
front of him? Did one of the cops will become the enemy that we
have his dad beat him black and were fighting In a desert
blue with a two-by-four when he thousands of miles away.
was a child? Did one of the cops
That is if we aren't already.
just hate people of color and saw
Chuck Travis is Editorial Coorthem as niggers, rather than human beings? Did one of the cops dinator and a columnist forThe
News.
not get the promotion he wanted?

Eirofessor working on the campus study, often it is hard
o convince politicians to "change the system."
Although all 50 states should be lauded for providing
$150,000 for research teams to do studies on discrimination, it's doubtful anything will actually be changed.
Most discrimination is institutionalized — meaning it is
not outright and cannot be pinpointed on any one individual or group.
According to Cernkovich, many blacks come from
broken homes, lower-class areas and are more likely to
drop out of school than whites. In turn, police are more
likely to patrol ghettos and areas where truants may
hang out. Therefore, police can argue they are doing
their jobs and the people they arrest just happen to be
black.
Once cases get to the judicial system, judges claim
they are not discriminating because they are just processing who the police give them. So there is actually
no way of pinpointing "blatant" discriminators.
Hopefully, researchers will at least alert the public
of their studies, and we can only hope the environment
is politically receptive to making changes within the
system. The government could decide they do not want
to damage their image and squash the reports — much
like Nixon did during his term when he did not agree
with studies indicating that pornography had no link to
sexually-related crimes.
Lieutenant Governor of Ohio Michael Dewine said he
is committed to making changes within the system —
for example, initiating more rehabilitative programs
for young black offenders — but saying and doing are
two different things.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Politicians should pay their own bills
Randall Gardner may not be a profile in courage, but the Republican state representative from Bowling Green has a gutsy and
good idea.
He wants to eliminate the income tax checkoff that directs
roughly $1 million a year in public money to the state's two political parties.
Most politicians argue the checkoff doesn't hurt taxpayers
since the money comes out of the tax bills they must pay anyway. But don't be fooled. The dollars that go to the parties are
taken out of the state's general fund and at the expense of other,
more deserving programs.
In this year of light budgets, it hardly makes sense to subsidize
politicos when public schools, state universities and the needy
are fighting for every dollar they can get.
Let the political parties raise money without state assistance.
They can survive without a helping hand.-77ie Akron Beacon
Journal, March 8

State of state realistic, not riveting
Ohioans may have expected that in Gov. George Voinovich, they
would be getting a good manager, albeit one without much rhetorical flair or eloquent calls for action. Based on the governor's
first state of the state message, those expectations may be on the
mark.
Voinovich didn't exactly etch his name into the history books
with his low-key and bleak analysis of Ohio's condition. No memorable rallying cries or catch phrases were uttered. But even
in their absence, the new governor set a tone, which, after all, is
one of the requirements of any new administration's first state of
the state speech. Unfortunately, that tone is primarily light
gray, as in depressing, and red, as in financial problems.
He said Ohioans will have to do with less, work harder and
smarter to get ahead — not exactly lines to stir the troops, but a
realistic recognition of the state's predicament. - The Toledo
Blade, March 7
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Greeks honored
for achievements

Thursday. March 14 1991

SicSic gets 'beheaded' at game
Two secret society members lift masks after three years of lifting spirits

by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

by Thomas W. Kelsey

The Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils sponsored their
annual Greek Spring Awards Night Wednesday in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
Officers of the 1991 Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils
honored members of the 1990 councils for their services, presenting them with gifts in appreciation for a job well done.
Norm Marks of Beta Theta Pi was honored as the Outstanding
Greek Man of the Year and Julie Lamont of Chi Omega was honored as the Outstanding Woman of the Year. Marks said considering the company he was up against, it was quite a thrill to
win the award.
"I didn't expect to win. It is my biggest honor I've received
here at BG," Marks said.
The President's Award for outstanding fraternity president
was awarded to Scott Chamberlain of Phi Gamma Delta and
Greg Valandingham of Kappa Sigma.
Chamberlain said winning the award really hasn't set in yet.
"It's great to have won the award, but I don't think it's an award that reflects my efforts, but the efforts of the rest of the
chapter," Chamberlain said. "It really hasn't sunk in yet."
Joan Ashcraft of Alpha Chi Omega was awarded the President's Award for a sorority president.
The Anthony Corsiglia Award, which recognizes the "Greek
Sportsman of the Year," was awarded to Jim Colaneri of Alpha
Sigma Phi.
Earning recognition for their scholastic excellence were Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and Delta Gamma sorority.
Lamda Chi Alpha won the Clayton C. Kohl Fraternity Award
for highest active member g.p.a. with a 3.09. They also won the
Dean's Scholarship award for highest total member g.p.a. with a
2.937.
Delta Gamma won the Highest Chapter Average Award with a
3.11, the Highest Total Chapter award with a 3.057, and the
Dean's Scholarship award.
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity's fall 1990 pledge class was honored
for having the highest g.p.a. with a 2.94.

After more than three years of
hanging spirited signs across
campus under the cover of darkness, two members of SicSic, the
University's secret society, unmasked as part of a 45-year-old
tradition.
Julie Johnson, senior elementary education major, and Dan
Mordarski, senior political science and English major, removed their masks during the
March 2 Falcon basketball game,
bidding farewell to their double
identities.
Mordarski said his membership in SicSic "was the best thing
[he's] been involved in the entire
time at college."
Both members came in contact
with the organization after they
received letters their freshman
year urging them to come to a secret meeting.
For the next three years, the
two joined fellow SicSic members
in their weekly dashes across
campus.
Dressed in matching overalls
and a latex mask hiding their
identities, the members put up
cryptic signs in the windows of
nearly every University building,
urging students to become more
spirited, or at least engage in
some thoughtful conversation.
According to Johnson, the history of SicSic dates back to 1946,
when President Frank Prout
wished to organize a group on
campus to enhance school spirit.
Since then, the six member organization has made frequent
appearances at University functions, as well as bombarding the
campus with signs offering advice like "never play leapfrog
with a unicorn."
Mordarski said the signs in the
past have sent positive messages
to the University sports teams, as
well as supporting minority
rights and other campus organizations.

staff writer

Gamma Phi Beta and Kappa Kappa Gamma sororities tied for
highest pledge class g.p.a. with a 2.73.
Jennifer Slack was presented the Affirmative Action Award
for outstandingservice to minority groups on campus.
The Steven K. Hanna and Kevin L. Ross Memorial Award,
sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, was awarded to Darik
Jacobs of Sigma Phi Epsilon. The award honors a graduating
senior active in the greek system and community.
Sean Murphy of Alpha Sigma Phi won the Mitch Weitzman
Memorial Award sponsored by Sigma Chi. The award honors an
individual who has displayed high moral conduct, leadership
and academic excellence.
Jim Stevic of Sigma Phi Epsilon received the Tim Smith Award for deep concern for others, regardless of their chapter affiliation.

SICSIC

senior members Julie Johnson and Dan Mordarski.

He confessed that, at times, rewarding experience.
SicSic conflicted with his school
"Sometimes when the weather
schedule, but overall, Mordarski was bad, it was hard to muster up
found the society an uplifting and the energy to go out and put up

^
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the signs," he said. "But when
finished, we couldn't help but be
in a good mood."

Buckle Up For Spring Break '91

Say It With Style
\
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Come and see the Stylewriter at the Apple show

TODAY
10-3pm
Math/Science Lobby

Wouldn't it be nice to have a small,
low-cost, laser-quality printer to put
your great ideas on paper? With the
new StyleWriter® from Apple® you can.
This new printer uses bubble-jet
technology to produce 360 dpi resolution. What this means to you is sharp,
clear, attention getting papers. If high
quality doesn't get your attention how
about the fact that Stylewriter® is priced
below many dot-matrix printers!
So ifyou thought the quality of a laser
printer was out of your league give the
Stylewriter® a try-out and get ready for
the big time.

The power to be your best.™ w®

Or Call Dave McCoy at: 372-7724 for Information
© 1991 Apple Computer, lnc Macintosh, StyleWnter and the Apple logo are registered trademarks ofApple Computer fnc, and The power to be your besf is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.

»
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Science
Mistakes the key to Local youths aid in research
scientific advances
by Jay Murdock
photo editor

very good counteractor of progesterone, which
is crucial to the development of a fetus. To this
day, an adequate counteractor of glucocorticoid
is unknown.
The Big Bang: Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson wanted to study some obscure radio waves
from certain objects in space. Before they could
take accurate readings from space, they had to
eliminate the radio interference from Earth.
But, every time they pointed the antenna at the
sky they got the same low-level reading. They
concluded that the background radio noise was
either from pigeon dung that had collected in the
dish, or it was the leftover radiation from the
birth of the universe. The Nobel Prize pretty
well settled the debate.
Freezing Cells: When a cell freezes, the water
inside it expands and ruptures the cell. A
researcher was testing his idea that freezing the
cells in a sugar solution would prevent the destruction of the cell. He grabbed a bottle of
glycerine by mistake. The cells frozen with
glycerine lived. Now, blood, semen and even
human embryos can be frozen and preserved intact.
Rayon: While working in a darkroom in 1878,
Hilaire de Chardonnet spilled a bottle of collodion, a 'liquid bandage' that was a sticky fluid
used to keep germs out of small cuts. The collodion ran onto photographic plates and when he
cleaned up the mess, long strands of wispy fiber
formed between the rag and the spill. After
several years of work, lie could produce the
rayon en masse.
Years later, another chemist made an accidental discovery with the help of collodion. He
invented safety glass, which does not spew
shards when dropped. A coating of dried collodion on the inside of a bottle kept the pieces
together when it struck the floor in his lab.

A standardized cardiorespiratory test could soon be
implemented in the United States
The secret behind scientific discovery is not, as
and one University professor has
your teachers led you to believe, hard work and
been conducting tests to evaluate
careful planning. Rather, it lies in making the
its effectiveness.
right mistakes, as the following examples show.
Nora Liu, associate professor
LSD: In 1938, Albert Hoffman experimented
of health, physical education and
with a compound taken from a poisonous fungus
recreation, has been testing
that grows on rye during particularly wet years.
Bowling Green Junior High
One day, he had to leave his laboratory because
School students in a 20-meter
he "sank into a not unpleasant delirium which
shuttle run to measure carwas marked by an extreme degree of fantasy."
diorespiratory endurance.
In order to determine if the lysergic acid
The test is currently used in
diethylamide had caused the disturbance, he
Canada, England and South
put .00025 grams [a few specks of powder] in his
Africa and its major advantage is
mouth. Hoffman thought this was a very small
it can be done in a smaller area
amount of LSD. It wasn't.
than most running tests and a
The Pope-Mobile: Daniel Fox went to a
larger group can be tested at one
storeroom at the General Electric Laboratories
time.
looking for a chemical called bis-guaiacol but
Liu said, "the shuttle run
had to settle for a similar compound, bisphenoldoesn't require much technique
A. The experiment he planned did not work with
and it's inexpensive to conduct."
the bisphenol-A. He left the goop to cool, and it
The 20-meter shuttle run consolidified around his favorite steel stirring rod.
sists of running back and forth
Fox smashed the glass beaker off the clear solid
between two lines 20 meters apart
blob, but the stirring rod would not budge. He
within a specified time. The time
tried pounding it with a hammer, dropping it
given to cross the distance is reonto cement, and sawing it, but nothing would
duced until the participant can no
break his stirring rod free. In 1953, stirring rods
longer run the 20 meters within
were plentiful, but shatterproof plastics were
the time given.
not.
Liu said she has been testing
RU iSt. The controversial abortion pill was
boys and girls between 12 and 15
originally made to help bums heal faster. A ceryears old since the fall. After the
tain hormone, called glucocorticoid, is produced
students have completed the
in the body and actually slows the healing of
shuttle run, she has them run on a
wounds to the skin and a drug that counteracts
treadmill while she measures
that hormone would allow burns to heal faster.
their oxygen consumption. The
One of the drugs being tested turned out to be a
person's endurance on the
very poor counteractor of glucocorticoid, but a
treadmill, combined with their
oxygen consumption, determines
a person's cardiorespiratory fitM Hm/ Jay Murdock
ness. Theoretically, the shuttle
run should help a person increase Associate Professor Nora Liu shows St. Aloyslus sixth-grader Holly Brill
BUSH
their cardiorespiratory endur- her test results after she has completed the oxygen consumption test
G Continued from page 1.
section of Liu's fitness experiment.
ance.
Liu said she needs to test 20
committed forces to Operation and Bush's declared determina- that the threat to Israel is "signivolunteers she needs.
all ages. Liu said her main intenDesert Storm, the allied cam- tion to seek peace among Israel ficantly diminished because of girls and 20 boys. So far, she has getIfthe
her tests are successful, Liu tion is to get the Physical Fitness
what happened to Iraq," and that had only 30 students volunteer.
paign that routed Iraqi troops and its Arab neighbors.
he hopes it means "that we won't Liu said she hopes that by offer- said the 20-meter shuttle run test Council to recommend this test as
From Kuwait.
Bush said Secretary of State have ever-increasing arms ing $5 to each person, she might could be standardized to apply to a fitness test for all schools.
Bush and Mulroney signed an James Baker had found an im- sales" to the Jewish state.
Bush said he was hoping for an DRINKING
accord to reduce acid rain and proved diplomatic climate as he's
declared a commitment to coop- made his way through Middle international effort to control
erate in reducing other air pollu- Eastern capitals, although he arms sales to the Middle East in □ Continued from page 1.
quickly added, "I can't tell you the post-war period, saying, "The deciding whether to enforce state
tants.
He said Ohioans, especially in saying something is illegal, but
about radically shifting posi- United States doesn't want to or local law.
his district, have gradually come not leaving any enforcement
Their Joint news conference tions."
start going it alone and I don't
Also, local tavern and carryout to support the drinking age and mechanism."
think Canada wants to start going owners would still face enforce- he would represent their views. A
was dominated by questions
Endorsing this concept would
The president said pointedly alone."
about the post-war Persian Gulf,
ment by state liquor agents, who poll conducted by his office indi- detract from the important ideal
could eventually shut them down cated 75 percent support of the of respecting laws, Gardner said.
under harsher state laws.
But, in Bowling Green at least,
current drinking age In Wood
Whether Ohio could use such a County.
there is already widespread disBGSU'S WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM AND WOMEN FOR WOMEN
tactic in fighting federal "blackBut "I have heard no meaning- respect for underage drinking
ARE PLEASED TO INVITE YOU TO AN EVENING WITH
mail" is a question State Rep. ful discussion on changing the laws, Bowling Green City Council
Randall Gardner [R-Bowling drinking age," Gardner said, Member Pearl Oppliger said.
Green ] hesitated to address.
"You have to be realistic and I
adding "I would be opposed to
believe that kids between 18-21
are
going to drink," she said.
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
uno
FORMER FIRST LADY OF OHIO,
"I have a feeling if we were
ACTIVIST FOR WOMEN AND PEACE
able to put it to a vote to the peoHave you taken any photographs
ple [of Bowling Green] there
that capture Bowling Green, it's
"Feminist Studies: Personal Commitment - Political Challenge"
would be support for a lower
students and events?
drinking age.
by Amy Zltzelbciger
science writer

DAGMAR CELESTE

Friday, March 15, 1991, 7:00pm

Education 115, BGSU

Question/Answer period will follow lecture

DON'T MISS DAGMAR - SHE IS A DYNAMIC, INSPIRING SPEAKER!!
For more information, call The Women's Studies Office 372-7133

SPRING INTO
SAVINGS

We need them! IsuuS) is now putting
together the 1991-92 DAY BY DAY,
and would like to include your photos!

beautiful
professional

WAX JOB

They must be black & white
and an 8 x 10 print, and are due in
the (£jg§) office Friday, March 22.

as low as

$34.95

Pleas* include:
Your Name
Address
Phone Number
on each entry!

free
and

pickup
delivery

c/uii6ig<, III -'«

Awards for top three photos!
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

352-8117

COUPON CLIPPER
-/4 Special C*aition of

The BG News
WoiJay, s4pri( /, 1991

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

Nearly 500 UflitS with SUPER locations

Area merchants trill be teaming-up
once again to offer you *** saving
coupons and special offers.
Look for it at all regular BG News
distribution points the Monday
following Spring Break.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Toledo man honored
Honorary alumnus makes Scientist Hall of Fame
by Greg Watson
staff writer

A Toledo man who received
an honorary degree from the
University has recently been
inducted into the Ohio Scientist
Hall of Fame.
Harold McMaster, who was
given this degree in ap- 3fc***plied science
by the University in
1984, was inducted into
the Hall of
Fame March
3, said Jim
Calhoun of McMaster
Hart and Associates public relations firm in
Toledo.
Calhoun said McMaster has
80 U.S. patents, most being for
glass-tempering processes. His
first patent was in World War II
for periscope glass used by
fighter pilots, he added.
McMaster's third patent was
a window de-icing device still
used today on bomber windows,
Calhoun said.
Douglas Neckers, chairper-

" -\-4
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son of the chemistry department and a friend of McMasters, said the man has done a lot
for the college community.
McMaster installed a fellowship program for junior and
senior photochemical majors at
the University and funded the
completion of the physics building at the University of Toledo,
Neckers said.
"He is a man of great dignity
with great scientific and engineering skills," Neckers said.
"His devotion to higher education is unparalleled.
McMaster graduated from
Ohio University in 1938 with a
triple master's degree in math,
astronomy and nuclear physics,
Calhoun said.
Other inventors in the Ohio
Scientist Hall of Fame include
Thomas Edison, the Wright
brothers, Harvey Firestone and
Charles Hall.
McMaster formed Glasstech,
which produces automobile
windows and architectural
glass, in Toledo 20 years ago.
During the gas shortage in
1973, McMaster began doing
solar energy research, then in
1983 started working with photovoltaics — a process of chem-

ically producing electricity
from the sun's energy, Calhoun
said.
McMasters is also trying to
find a way convert the sun's
energy into ammonia, then use
the ammonia with nitrous
oxoide to fuel automobile engines, Calhoun explained.
The fuel would not only be
cheaper than gasoline, but produce less pollution, he added.
Calhoun said Glasstech now
consists of three companies,
two which are involved with
solar energy — including Solar
Cells Inc. in Toledo — and one
involved with glass bending and
tempering — Glasstech Inc. in
Perry sburg.
The company is the leading
producer of bent and tempered
glass and converts flat glass
into less-breakable tempered
glass, Calhoun said.
"The tempered glass does not
break into shards, but into pebble-sized pieces," Calhoun said.
Glasstech is now owned by a
group from Rhode Island and is
involved with making windows
for automobiles and buildings,
he said.

APPEAL
D Continued from page 1.
"They were in a public setting
and there were dozens of other
people around," he said. "They
were also questioned for a very
brief amount of time — only two
to six or seven minutes."

"It was their way of processing
people." Bachman said the situation was not a police-dominated
situation, so a Miranda Warning
was not necessary.

Bakies disagreed with Judge
Bachman's decision.
"Anytime a person is in custody or where there is a significant deprivation of liberty, the
police are required to give a Miranda Warning," he said. "In this
case, we felt the people at the
dance hall fit these categories
when they [authorities] questioned them and would not allow
them to even go to the restroom
— therefore, the prosecution
"Then clearly the person is in should not be able to use this evidence."
custody," he said.
According to court records, the
If the Court of Appeals rules the
police held the suspects anywhere from IS minutes to one-half evidence used against the defenhour without allowing them to dants was obtained illegally, the
leave a designated area until case will go back to the original
after being questioned. They
were instructed to stand shoulder
to shoulder and were denied permission to go to the rest room.
"There were 75 to 100 people
that were underaged with only 10
to 12 police officers," Bakies said.
Bachman added if an individual is in custody, it is a very
different situation.
"When you are in a policedominated environment, it is a
definite contrast," he said. "You
are taken into a back room in the
Glice department and you don't
ve access to a phone or any
people, except the police who are
questioning you.

court to be re-tried, Bakies said.
Bachman said if the case
comes back to his court, the prosecution will have to decide if
there is enough evidence left to
continue with the trial.
"The prosecution will not be
able to use any oral statements
obtained during the questioning,"
he said. "If they have any other
physical evidence, they can use

"The prosecution will have a
hard time winning the case
then," Bakies said.

Thursday. March 14. 1991

Campus escort stickers give
students the wrong number
At one time the campus escort
system's number was 2-0360.
Janece English, Anderson Hall
director, supplied the stickers to
A telephone sticker which was Hornack and did not realize the
distributed to residents of Ander- number had changed either.
son Hall to promote Campus
Safety and Security Week incorrectly listed the phone number
for the Campus Escort Service.
by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

ESCORT SERVICE

Carrie Hornack, a Resident
Adviser in Anderson Hall, distributed the sticker as part of a
variety of projects Anderson's
RAs did to help promote safety
and security. The sticker listed
the phone numbers for the escort
system. University police and
fire and ambulance services.

2-ttm

UMV. POUCE
FIRE 4 AMBULANCE
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This is an example of one
of the incorrect stickers
distributed to residents of
Anderson Hall

The number for the campus escort system was incorrectly
Dave Englander, junior RTVF
listed as 2-0360. The actual num- major, is the coordinator of the
ber is 2-8360.
campus escort system and said
he appreciates the efforts of the
Hornack said she had no idea Anderson Hall staff.
the number was wrong because
••While we appreciate and enthe stickers she passed out were courage help from other organiold stickers that had been printed
up several years ago.

zations, perhaps if they would
check with us before taking on
these projects, it would make
their projects more effective,"
Englander said.
Englander said the campus escort system has considered distributing stickers with important
campus numbers in the past, but
never did because of limited
funds and personnel.
"With our budget increases of
the last two years, we are now in
a position where we could print
stickers for the whole campus,"
Englander said.
In the last two years the campus escort system budget has
received a large boost from the
Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations and from several
sororities who have donated generously, Englander said.
"In the near future, we will be
distributing a pamphlet to all females living on and off campus
telling them information about
the campus escort system," Englander said.

And since a 12-year sludy shows
thai being 40% or more overweight
puts you at high risk
it makes sense to follow these
guidelines for healthy living1
Eat plenty of fruits and
vegetables rich In vitamins A
and C—oranges, cantaloupe,
strawberries, peaches, apricots,
broccoli, cauliflower, brussel
sprouts, cabbage. Eat a highfiber, low-tat diet that Includes
whole-grain breads and cereals
such as oatmeal, bran and wheat.
Eat lean meats, fish, skinned
poultry and low-fat dairy
products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information.
call 1-800-ACS-2345

I AMERICAN
? CANCER
SOCIETY*
0 PRIORITY!

On your list of things to do make sure to stop

in at

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
•
•
•
•
•

The
Tanning
Center
There is still time
to sign up before
break at these
two locations

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164 (!)

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

• 248 N. Main
• 993 S. Main
1 free visit when you
buy a package at the
regular price
5 visits for $15,
10 visits for $25
20 visits for $40
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Get yourself "Into the Faddisphere" . . buy
your tickets NOW!

IS HERE!

Saturday, March 16, 1991
8pm • Kobacker Hall
This concert features Jon Faddis, world reknowned jazz
trumpet musician and trio!

■ Available at The Union
Tickets $15.50, $12.50, and $9.50 each with a discount for
BGSU students with valid ID.
On Sale at Kobacker Hall, Finders Records, Boogie Records,
and Abbey Road
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■ Eliminates Paper Cups
■ Big Drinks / Small Price
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Kohl Hall residents
to 'blow off steam

Students studying in Britain
find differences challenging
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

The attitudes and education of British
students differ greatly from those of
American students, according to a group
of University students who studied in England last semester.
Fourteen University students attended
the University of East Anglia in Norwich,
England through a program sponsored by
the Center for International Programs,
according to Assistant Director Anne Saviers.
"I think it's truly a unique educational
experience for students," sne said.
Saviers explained the British education
system is different than the American.
"They have 13 years of school and they
must pass examinations before college.
Only 8 percent of students who finish high
school attend college," she said.
Junior IPCO/pre-law major Melissa
Green said, "[Students] tend to be much
more specialized in their education."
British students take courses related only
to their major instead of the broader curriculum of American college students, she
said.
"The professors there were more concerned with education," senior political
science major Brian Pupkiewicz said. Cul-

tural education is considered important in
addition to traditional classwork. One
professor excused Pupkiewicz from classes for a week so he could travel to Scotland.
Class schedules were also different. For
example, senior history /geography major
Andrew Moore had four hours of classes
per week. He said classes were more indepth and were conducted as discussions,
not lectures — students were expected to
know and discuss class material.

Many of the British students were members of the labor party and were resentful
and hostile about U.S. involvement, Green
said.
"They blamed a lot of it on the United
States. They feel the involvement of
Britain was just because America was involved," Green said.
British students were more aware of the
crisis, according to Shemberg. She said,
"Everyone there knows the issues. They
were much more politically concerned."
Pupkiewicz said British professors were
also very politically outspoken.
They also frequently condemned President Bush, Green added.

Students have no tests, but they write
many papers and discussions are given
every class period, according to junior international studies major Andrea Shemberg. "You have to be a lot more responsible, she said.
Shemberg offered a tip to other University students who may participate in the
program. She said, "They should expect to
think a lot more."
British students were unlike their American counterparts in many ways, according to the participants.
"People there are more accepting of
different opinions," Pupkiewicz said.
One issue on many of the student's
minds was the Persian Gulf crisis, which
had not escalated into war when the University students were there.
Pupkiewicz said the crisis was the main
discussion topic in British bars.

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments

Green said many students supported
Bush's actions, but he did notice "some resentment of American capitalism."
Shemberg traveled throughout Europe
after classes ended and returned Jan. 12 so
she could be home in case war broke out on
Jan. 15.
The war may mean the program will
cost more for students participating in the
program next year, Saviers said.
'The war in the Gulf has had a dramatic
effect on the pound and the dollar," she
said.

When people think of "blowing off" a day of school, they usually
have images of students skipping classes, disconnecting the phone
and locking the door to escape college
life stress.
The "17th Annual Blow-Off Day'rat Kohl Hall Friday is being promoted in a different light — as a day for students to blow off steam,
forget about classes for a while and go to the mall.
Brian Shininger, a freshman undecided major, said the name
"Blow-Off Day caused some residents to misconstrue the point of the
activity as a day to skip classes.
"This is a stress reliever," Shininger said. "We wouldn't be having
this on a weekday [ Monday-Thursday ]. Classes are too important.''
The day will give students a chance to blow off steam they have
been gathering during the semester, to rest in the midst of midterms,
Shinginger said.
University vans will transport Kohl Hall residents without cars to
the Woodland Mall, said Eric King, freshman biology major, adding
that the vans will make trips hourly from 2-7 p.m.
While this is the first time Kohl Hall has had a Blow-Off Day, Friday
is being promoted as the 17th Annual Kohl Hall Blow-off Day so the
event will have an atmosphere of tradition, said Paul Beel, sophomore
art major.
'"Blow-off Day' was named that to get people interested," Shininger added.
The Kohl Hall council decided the day was also a good way to get
people motivated and interested in council activities, Shininger said.
He said the hall council has received a number of good response
from students, but said others believe it is not a good idea to promote
an activity where students should "blow-off" classes.
Another student called Barbara Keller, residential services director
saying the hall council was planning to serve alcohol, Shininger said,
but hall director Ann Schmidt called Keller and told her the rumor
was false.

Exxon fined millions for oil spill
WASHINGTON (AP) - Exxon
Corp. on Wednesday settled
government claims arising from
le nation's worst oil spill by
agreeing to pay a record $100 million fine for four environmental
crimes and to spend an additional
$900 million to finish cleaning up
Alaska's coast.
Exxon already has spent $2.5
billion on the cleanup.
The civil settlement and guilty
pleas to the four misdemeanors
will avert lengthy court fights

## Construction begins
Summer 1991 -fr-fr
Call 352-0717 for more information

by Greg Walson
staff writer

over the March 24,1989 grounding
of the tanker Exxon Valdez,
which spilled more than 10 million gallons of oil into Alaska's
Prince William Sound.

The record criminal fine, involving one misdemeanor
charged against Exxon and three
others charged against its Exxon
Shipping Co. subsidiary, shows
that "answering for environmenAttorney General Dick Thorn- tal spoilage cannot be done simburgh said the deal with the fed- ply by paying damages," the ateral government and the state of torney general said.
Alaska "represents a clear and
unmistakable signal to those enProceeds from the fine will be
gaged in environmental crime split 50-50 with the state of Alaska
that their activities are not going to help finance the cleanup. By
to go unnoticed and unprose- law, the federal share must go
cuted."
into the general treasury.
"I think its a good settlement
for the state of Alaska, it's a good
settlement for the federal
government... it's a good settlement for the environment," said
Alaska Gov. Walter Hickel, who
352-9951
was also governor 13 years ago
when the discovery of Alaskan oil

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

NU-TONES

Thursday - Saturday
March 14-16

Dear Bernie
Am I antltlad to a refund on my Quantum 90 Account?

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30

A
Only students who purchased an upgraded plan (Comfort. Super
or Super Plus) for either or both semesters are eligible for a refund.
Q

How will the refund be determined?

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. /

A
The maximum amount you may have credited to your Bursar
Account is determined by the following procedure. Add together your
Fall and Spring semester meal plans, subtract $1090 00 which is the
total of two minimum plans, subtract the bonus dollars you received
with your plan (Comfort Plan $15. Super Plan $25, Super Plus Plan
$50). and subtract a $10.00 administrative fee

$1650
1095
$560

—

52

510
—
10
$500

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

$530
-_5ff

641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.O.

352-4380

($25 bonus dollars per semester)

On this plan, if your balance on May 13. 1991 is $530. The following
procedure will be followed:

f

O

ip
$470

Q

Doodles Comedy Club
Greenwood Centre
1616 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green. Ohio

($10 Administrative Fee)
Maximum Refund

Mike Petrosino
guartet

Dave Lockard
Dave Zlnk

CLEVELAND
Parma-351-1377
Mayfield - 461-1140
Rocky River - 356-0440
Maple Heights - 663-3450
Mentor - 255-3848
Lyndhurst- 464-1800

BLUES CONCERT
I:(Ml pm
LIVE MUSIC
The Griswald*

Of_

COMEDY
starring
Tom Hofbauer
Mark England

ROCK CONCERT
8:00pm

A
The minimum plan ($545 per semester) is required by the Board
of Trustees to guarantee bond payments and fixed expenses le . rent.
utilities, equipment, maintenance, insurance, staffing, etc.

r.

CALL YOUR NEAREST HONEYBAKED
FOR MORE DETAILS

COMEDY

&

with

Why can't I gat a refund with the minimum plan?

Required Minimum Plant tor 1880-91
Miami
$1680
Kent State
$1250
Ohio State
$1530
Onto University
$1663
BGSU
$1090

•ABOVE AVERAGE STARTING WAGE
•COUNTER SALES AND FOOD
PREPARATION POSITIONS AVAILABLE
•WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR
SCHEDULE

JAZZ CONCERT
4:OOpm

A
The credit will be applied to your general Bursar account. If you
have an outstanding Bursar bill the credit will be used to reduce your
outstanding balance. If any credit remains a check will be sent to your
billing address.

A
BGSU really provides much lower minimum requirements than our
sister state universities and is the only one that offers any refunds.

We ore currently hiring for full and part time holiday positions.

Frank Martin. Vicky
Martin. Sean Ritienhouse,
Dave Lockard, and
Stephen Taylor

LIVE MUSIC

LIVE MUSIC
wlOi

I

Rich Michel Band
_
. V'"' .
Classic Rock wiih
No Outlet

•

&

COMEDY
Marring
Jeff Neate
Dante Carter

Tickets on sale ai Finders Records
Woodland MJII Customer Service booth .in»l
Bowhni; Green Chamlier ol Commerce

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
CALL THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY

at Doodles Comedy Club
DOOR PHIZES

O
Will I get • check from the Office of the Bursar for the amount
of credit owed to ma?

unfair! Is It?

S

3 Shows
Sunday, March 17

When can I gat the refund?

This

A?

SfXMI»C*vrf 'nj

A
Any credits due will not be credited until Spring Semester is
completed Credits due should be automatically credited to your general
Bursar account 4-6 weeks after the end of the academic year

O

ttomefront

A benefit for the families of our military personnel.

(balance on Quantum 90 Account May 13. 1991)
($25 bonus dollars per semester)

480

—

After 10 years, the trustees
could seek up to another $100 million for any remaining environmental damage from the oil spill,
which killed countless birds, fish
and mammals.

Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.

iz$&

($800 and $25 bonus dollars per semester)
($545 minimum plan required each semester)

($10 Administrative Fee)
Maximum Credit

The fund would be used to pay
for costs of the continued cleanup
by Exxon, which has already
spent $2.5 billion to remove oil
from the sound and its shores.

APARTMENTS

Example: You purchased a Comlort Plan ($800) lor both Fall and
Spring

—

Under the proposed consent decree, which must receive court
approval after a 30-day public
comment period, Exxon would
pay $900 million over the next 10
years to a trust fund administered by federal and state officials.

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

w

21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30

was announced on this date.

*

k

AKRON
Fairlawn - 867-9770
CENTERVILLE
439-0707
NORTH DAYTON
854-2600

CINCINNATI
Kenwood - 891-9411
Northgate - 385-7440
COLUMBUS
McNaughten - 863-9963
Morse Road - 267-1016
Kenny Centre • 459-5350
W. Broad Plaza - 275-3200
LOUISVILLE
426-0344
LEXINGTON
287-5090
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Sports

Wisconsin ends BG's NIT title

Falcons fall short in regulation again and Badgers blow out BG in OT
by Chris Miller
sports writer

MADISON, Wise. - That fine
precarious line BG kept walking
on, finally ran out of room.
The Falcons, for the second
straight game, could not keep a
late second half lead. Before, it
ended the hopes for an NCAA bid.
This time it ended the season.
Wisconsin scored the first nine
points of overtime and pulled
away for an 87-79 victory over BG
in the first round of the National
Invitation Tournament.
The only differenece between
BG's Mid-American Conference
loss to Eastern Michigan on Saturday was the Falcons were able
to convert in the last seconds of
regulation.
Senior center Ed Colbert had a
10 foot turnaround jumper with
four seconds left in regulation to
send the game into overtime,
6M9.

From there, it was all Badgers.
Forward Willy Sims started the
run with a layup, 15 seconds into
overtime. Sims, scored a career
high 31 points on 12 of 15 shooting
from the field.
After Clinton Venable missed a
three pointer, Badger Patrick
Tomkins scored in the lane pushingthe lead to 73-69.
The Falcons missed their first
four shots of overtime and the
Badgers hit nine of their next 10
free throw attempts to seal the
win.
"I thought Willv Sims responded with a great all around game.
His 31 points, tough defense and
clutch baskets down the stretch
were the difference in the game,"
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said.
The falcons led nearly the entire contest but could not push the
margin above six.
Wisconsin closed to within 60-59
on a Sims layup with 6:30 to go.
Steve Watson, who played most of

the second half with Colbert in
foul trouble, hit a six footer and
then came up with a steal and fed
Clinton Venable for a fast break
layup.
Venable was fouled by Larry
Hisle and converted the free
throw to push the lead to 65-59
with 5:11 to play. Wisconsin rallied and evened the score at 65 on
a Tim Locum three pointer at the
3:50 mark.
Joe Moore, playing his final
game, may have played his best.
He scored 25 points, grabbed 14
rebounds, and his two free throws
with 2:39 to go, put BG up 67-65.
From there, things went sour
for the Falcons, guard Michael
Huger, who paced BG with 12
points in the first half, committed
his fifth foul while guarding
Hisle. Hisle tied the game with
two free throws at the 2:15 mark.
Huger's sub, Kirk Whiteman,
committed back to back turnovers on BG's next two possessions. In between, Sims hit a

NCAA Midwest Region
full of vulnerable teams
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
State is on a roll — the wrong kind
— going into the first round of
NCAA tournament. So are Georgia Tech, St. John's and Texas.
There's a certain symmetry to
having them lumped together in
the Midwest Regional at Dayton,
where the one that gets back to
form will get into the second
round. The rest will go home
wondering how it came apart at
the end.
"It's very frustrating that we're not playing as well as we're
capable," Ohio State coach
Randy Avers said. "I'm very
concerned that we haven't been
in the flow of things like we were
in January and the first couple of
weeks of February."
Misery has plenty of company
here.
Ohio State (25-3), the top seed
in the Midwest Regional, has lost
its last two games, throwing
away a chance for an outright Big
Ten title. Georgia Tech (16-12)
lost its last three, St. John's (20-8)
its last two. Texas (22-8) was
overwhelmed by Arkansas in the
Southwest Conference tournament.
That's got to be encouraging for
DePaul (20-8), Northern Illinois
(25-5), St. Peter's (24-6) and Towson State (19-10), who round out

the regional. St. John's plays
Northern Illinois and Texas plays
St. Peter's Friday morning. Ohio
State plays Towson State and
Georgia Tech plays DePaul in the
night games.
The biggest of the boys is Ohio
State, but a late-season slump has
cut them down to size.
The Buckeyes won 25 of their
first 26 with a blend of front-line
strength, shooting and defense
that earned them a No. 2 national
ranking. They've been out of sync
lately, losing to Purdue and Iowa
on the road.
Avers can see a difference in
his team — at the wrong time of
the year.
"I think mentally we've been
prepared to play. I just don't
know if we're not a little tired at
this point," Ayers said. "(In the

D See MIDWEST, page 9.

OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
TRY A ONE aBEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

Summer 1991!
Don't waste

hundreds of dollars
on a below-average

at

POE ROAD

apartment. You've

^APARTMENTS*

seen the rest, now
see the best.

^215 E. Poe Road £

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
352-9135

r

% Call 352-0717

440 E. Court

•er-tr-b-Cr-tr^r-tr-ir-ti'trir
• Watch all NCAA Gimis
• Pitcher specials during all games

352-9638
LIVE MUSIC 10pm-1am

Thursday-Mike Wing & Paul Johnson

m

^■^

$1.79

SO

• 2 Bedroom • 2 Bath •
e Furnished • New Carpet '

LIMITED TIME ONLY
CALL 352-0717 FOR MOR€
INFORMATION

%

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

j

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
or
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571

TIRED

Friday-Hung out to Dry

Vl>r
rv+*

Small
Cheese
Pizza

■

-tr-tr-b-tr-tr-b-Cr-b-Cr-Cr-Cr

an apartment for

V.I

Extra item
ins-OeOnly

third overtime loss in as many
games this season.
Attributing to the Falcons demise in overtime was its poor
shooting just 4-of-13 in the extra
session.
"We kind of panicked in overtime," Venable said. "The
seniors have to take control and
we didn't do that. We just missed
too many open shots."
BG ends the season 17-13.

Why Throw Your Money
Away? •' It.s t!me to find

final games), we didn't react in
some situations the way we normally do. And for that, you've got
to believe we're tired."
Towson State is a little tired of
being underestimated. The
Tigers, who won the East Coast
Conference tournament, are
seeded 16th in the region again.
Last year, they took Oklahoma to
the final minutes before losing
77-68 in the first round.
"I can't say I'm disappointed to
be seeded 16th because we're
pleased to be going again," coach
Terry Truax said. "But I think
honestly we're a 15th seed, at
least. Last year we also had to
play the top seed in the Midwest,
Oklahoma, and with two minutes

"In the closing moments, we
were looking for the three pointer," Larranaga said. "We ran
Venable off the double screen. He
got open for a minute but not
enough to launch a shot."
"We knew it would be a game,
although I may have had trouble
convincing my players of that,"
UW head coach Steve Yoder said.
"I thought our shooting down the
stretch was the big difference.
They couldn't stop our inside
game."
Of the 9,507 in attendance at
Wisconsin Field House, they were
able to see the inside efforts of
three main Badger inside men,
Sims, Tomkins (6-7, 255), Carlton
Mcgee, combined for 22-of-28
shooting.
"It really was physical inside,"
Joe Moore said. "Steve, Ed and
me were scoring inside and it was
almost like they said enough is
enough. You can see that's where
they won the game.''
For the falcons, it was their

free throw to give the badgers a
6r>67 lead.
Derek Kizer came off the bench
and immediately drew an
offensive foul on Hisle with 46 seconds to play. Venable, who had
15 ponts, was open for a three but
missed. Watson grabbed the rebound and fed Tom Hall for a
dunk attempt.
Tomkins fouled hall to put the
junior forward at the line. Hall, a
39 percent free throw missed badly on both free throws and Watson fouled Sims on the rebound —
Hall finished 0-for-5 from the line.
Sims made the first but missed
the second and BG rebounded
with 21 seconds left.
The Falcons finished 10-17 from
the line compared to Wisconsin
which converted 24-of-35 attempts.
Alter a Falcon timeout, Venable and Whiteman couldn't break
open for threes, so Venable went
inside to Colbert for the game tying jumper.
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DON'T BE LEFT IN THE
DARK

TOM GORMAN & DAN HART

Come see The Ballet of
Romeo and Juliet
at the Ohio State Theater in Clevelana

TOMORROW-MARCH 15
Leave from Union at 5pm and return at
Midnight
Tom Gorman

Dan Hart

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

Admission is free

7:00 pm, Friday, March 15th
West Hall 121

bign up NOW in the GITU©office on the
3rd floor of the Union.

TICKETS $25
Sponsored by: Commuter Off-Campus Organization, Freshman Off-Campus
University Students, Honors Student Association, Resident
Student Association, and the Off-Campus Student Center
i

for show and transportation.
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THE BG NEWS

Sports staff picks Teammates a key
Final Four teams in Friel's success

The following are the predictions of the BG News Sports
Staff:
JUST CALL ME THE PROPHET" (Kevin Cumraings I:
West:
UTAH — A good defense, deep
bench, and great coach will carry
the Utes to the final four
Midwest
NEBRASKA — An experienced
team (four seniors), a talented
bench, great rebounding and possibly the most underrated coach
in college basketball will have the
Huskers on the verge.
Southeast:
WAKE FOREST — Call this
one a hunch, but freshman forward Rodney Rogers (16.4 ppg)
and gang may be wearing the
glass slipper this year.
East:
UCLA — A young team, but one
that can light up the scoreboard
(94ppg).

dicted to finish No. 1 in Big East).
West:
ARIZONA — don't get as much
respect as they deserve with
pansy, weak scheduled, cheating,
UNLV in the same region. UNLV
exits early to Big East Hoyas
84-78 (Mutumbo and Mourning 9
blocks and 20 rebounds apiece),
both Brad Cunningham and Kyle
Goodwin Join Joss' Jam Session
Fan Club.
Midwest:
LSU — If the Shaq is back and
the Dale Brown freak defense is
revived the Tigers will resurface
in the Final Four. Ohio State loses
to Towson State (suicide rate
rises in Columbus).

MURPHY'S LAW (Patrick
Murphy):
I might be boorish, thoughtless,
insipid, and an irresponsible
journalist, but I'm still in the
sports pages. Can't touch me.Pop
Culture.
East:
NORTH CAROLINA — Coach
Dean Smith, "The Dean", will
show a young, talented team the
way. But keep an eye on Villanova and Oklahoma State.
Southeast:
INDIANA — Bob Knight, Damon Bailey, Calbet Cheaney, and
the final four in Indianapolis is all
you need to know for this region.
Arkansas and Wake Forest will
make a run at the final four, but
Indiana wins the NCAA Championship against UNLV.
Midwest:

n n n

JOSS' JAM SESSION CONTINUES (Jamie Joss):
Well, No comments on above
predictions, but I must say that
everyone is entitled to their own
opinion.
East:
SYRACUSE - Do they have
the easiest bracket or what?
Round I - Richmond, Round II Purdue, Round m - O.K. State,
Round IV UNC —they beat the
Tarheels to make the Finals in
1987.
Southeast:
PITTSBURGH - Inside outside threat, Senior depth, want to
regain early season pride (pre-

See PREDICTIONS, page 9.

NEWLOVE RENTALS
YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST!
Rent your apt. now and enjoy these special
benefits:
*Pay your deposit April 15th
*No parental guarantee
•Professional rental agents
'Full time maintenance

Renting is our only business. . .
We work for you!

328 S. Main St.

352-5620

BGSU's Best
Home
Video
Is there any of it out there?
The KEY video yearbook is looking for
student lite scenes tor potential inclusion in
the 199-1 KEY video yearbook supplement
We'd like to take a look at yours.
Call Carolyn Golns, 352-8072, attar 5:30 p.m.

by Glen Lubbert
sports writer

It's been a successful season
for the women's gymnastics
squad. Despite various injuries, the team has been able to
pull together in order to defeat
the toughest teams in the MidAmerican Confernce.
At the heart of it all is junior
Mary Beth Friel. With two
school records, two team
MVPs and a second place MAC
finish on the balance beam,
Friel has evolved from an individual-oriented gymnast into
an integral component of the
Falcon gymnastic squad.
Friel began her gymnastics
career at a very young age,
taking both ballet and gymnastics. However, the recreational
therapy major wasn't sure
which path she would choose.
"I started when 1 was five
year old," Friel said. " It was
just in the YMCA. Then I went
into a private gym when I was
seven and I continued with it
until college.
"I started to do ballet at the
same time as gymnastics. But
my ballet teacher decided that
I had to choose between ballet
and gymnastics."
Friel's choice was a little
easier after a rough experience
with her ballet instructor.
"One of the reasons I quit
[dancing] was because my instructor was German. She
danced for Hitler and was a
prima ballerina and I couldn't
understand her because she
was from Germany," Friel
said. "Here I was six years old
and I was getting yelled at by
this instructor that I couldn't
even understand."
Happy with her choice to
compete in gymnastics, Friel
understands how important
her dance background is to
her.
"That's one of my strongest
points," Friel said about her
dancing. "I think I could have
been equally successful in
dancing as I am in gymnastics.
It's [dancing] just something
that comes natural to me,
whereas, gymnastics hasn't

been so natural. If I could have
turned back, I would have
probably chosen ballet."
BG coach Charles Simpson
agrees that Friel's dancing has
helped her throughout her
gymnastics career.
"Everything she does you
can see it [dancing techniques]
in," Simpson said. "She presents everything very gracefully and effortlessly."
Simpson also believes that
Friel is a vital part of the
tight-knit BG squad.
"She's our star quarterback," Simpson said. As far
as the team goes, you can't
beat her. She trains and performs with excellence."
Training is an integral part
of Friel's success. In her junior
and senior years of high school,
she made it to the national
meet.
She carried this wave of good
fortune into her freshman
campaign, placing second on
the beam, missing first place
by just half a tenth. In addition,
she was one of three freshman
to earn All-MAC team honors.
However, upon entering college, she wasn't sure how she
would adjust to competing on a
team.
"When I came from club
gymnastics, I had no idea what
being on a team meant or what
college gymnastics was even
about," Friel said. "I competed basically all by myself
when I was in high school. Here
I have ten other girls that
would help me through. I think
that's what helped with my
success."
The Falcon team also depends upon Friel for her expertise in all the events, but it's
the team support that drives
her to success.
"We all support each other
100 percent. You can see on the
floor that we're all the closest
of friends. I support my team
and there's no way I could get
through the season without
them."
Even though it's only her
junior year, Friel is looking
toward the end of her career
where she is considering a return to her first love — dance.

i <*

CBMPUS fILMS

CHMPUS FILMS

RICHFIELD, O. (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers gave coach
Lenny Wilkens a multiyear contract extension Wednesday, ending lingering speculation that he
might not be back with the team
next year.

The Cavaliers and Wilkens declined to divulge any terms of the
deal, including length. Wilkens'
first contract with the Cavs,
signed in 1986, reportedly was for
three years, and it was later extended for two more seasons

' Bowl 'N' Greenery"
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4.00 - 7:00

$3.99
$4.50

• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union

CAMPUS FILMS

TONIGHT!

Cats production," Friel said.
"I have no voice at all. It would
have to purely be a dancing
part. If I had the opportunity to
do it, I would take it right
away."

through this June.
Wilkens' status became an issue when he went through the
first half of this season without
any resolution of his expiring contract.
Though Wilkens' 747 wins with
Seattle, Portland and Cleveland
rank him sixth all-time among
NBA coaches, the Cavaliers' 42-40
record last year and 22-40 mark
so far this year have caused some
grumbling among media and
Fans. Cleveland has been unable
to advance beyond the first round
in three trips to the playoffs during Wilkens' four seasons.
Serious injuries sidelined such
key players as Brad Daugherty,
Larry Nance, Mark Price and
John Williams for lengthy periods
during the past two years. Wilkens' record with Cleveland has
slipped below .500, to 194-196.
"To say the least, it has not
been an easy year," Wilkens said.
"But it's too easy to roll over and
just say, 'We're not good enough.'
At no time did the team ever do
that. It's really important for
them to compete. Those are the
types of games you learn from.

You do not learn from games if
you're blown out night in and
night out. Our team has given itself chances to win."
General manager Wayne Embry, who announced the extension, has come under fire himself
for some controversial trades
that made Wilkens' job more
difficult, including one deal last
year that brought Cleveland the
rights to rookie Danny Ferry in
exchange for popular guard Ron
Harper, two first-round picks and
a second-round pick.
Cavaliers' owner Gordon Gund,
however, said he has complete
confidence in both Embry and
Wilkens.
"We feel very strongly about
Wayne's performance, positively
about it, Gund said. "Sometimes I think it's all too easy to
look at a trade that's done for the
long term and make short-term
judgments about it. Trades don't
always show whether they're
good or not for some time. He's
been criticized for some trades,
but we feel the long-term judgment is what counts. Wayne his
that."

BCSU THEATRE PRESENTS

GRETA GARBO

■COUPON

(TARGE

Stars in the classic romantic comedy

NINOTCHKA
9:00p.m.

"Next semester I'm going to
be taking some pointe," Friel
said. " Tve always wanted to
go on pointe, so I finally signed
up for it.
"Just once I'd like to do a

Cavs extend Wilkens' contract

Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only tor on campus students
CBMPUS FILMS

lO N•*¥»/!odd Swanson
BG gymnast Mary Beth Friel In the middle ol her uneven parallel
bars routine In last Saturday's home meet against Western Michigan — she finished third In the event.

PIZZA

1 ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON
EXP. 3/30/91

Additional Items or Chicago Style t i Ex.

Gish Film Theater

Now Open

MNOM

1*1

to
This Weekend
Only!

I

Wash-n-Cut
now
only
with this coupon

$7

EVA MARIE
SAINT THEATER

A BILL OL
- • • ONf ACTS

8:00p.m., 10:00p.m.
and MIDNIGHT
$1.50 Admission

Mircb 13 16 fSPmJ * March 17 f2pm)
Joe E. Brown Theatre

.
CHMPUS FILMS

. Main St., Bowling Green

^mmmmmmBG's Most Award-Winning Pizza!

Friday, March 15th
and
Saturday, March 16th
Julia Roberts
Kevin Bacon
Kiefer Sutherland
William Baldwin
Oliver Platt

CAMPUS FILMS

iJ3KKWkK
P.ZZO' »3N.«

•BG ONLY*
Call 352-5166
For Free Delivery

CWMPUS FILMS

CHMPUS FILMS

.
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•

•

•

Walk-ins Welcome.

Hair Fashions

•

124 W. Woostet
352-2611

THE BG NEWS
PREDICTIONS

MIDWEST

Continued from page 8.
DUKE - Ohio State is good,
but I like Mike Krzyzewski and
Duke. Give "Coach K" and the
Blue Devils the nod. Texas and
Xavier could do some damage as
well.
West:
UNLV - It's a stacked region
to beat UNLV. at least that is
what Tarkanian thinks, but the
NCAA loses in this battle as
UNLV prevails. Seton Hall and
Wisconsin-Green Bay will provide
some excitment in the region.
D D D
IT'S MILLER TIME (Chris
Miller):
East:

The most interesting of the four
regions. Probably a pick 'em, but
North Carolina and Syracuse
should be a great matchup. I'll go
with the Tar Heels as long as
King Rice doesn't play much.
(Sorry Jammin' Jamie — if you
can't shoot free throws you can't
win the big one's.)
Southeast:
Indiana and Arkansas are by
far the class of the region. Too
much firepower on the Razorback's side, though. Only Bobby
Knight can make a difference for
the Hoosiers.
Midwest:
Everyone's down on Ohio State,
but a Big 10 championship is an

accomplishment no matter how
you look at it. Duke always seems
to be there, but their road may be
a little tougher than usual. I'll go
with the Buckeyes, but never rule
out Coach K and the Blue Devils.
West:
Document this one. UNLV.
Period. It's so easy to be trendy
and go against the Reb's, but this
is an incredible team. Sure, they
don't play in the ACC or Big East,
but let's be realistic. Would it
even matter?
D D □

EASTON'S EDGE (Steve Easton):
East:
SYRACUSE - Billy Owens will
end his career at SU and go on to
the NBA with a Final Four trip.
Maybe the Orangeman can be
next year's UNLV with their impending probation on the horizon.
Southeast:

INDIANA — The General will
return to the Final Four and try
to prevent UNLV from reaching
its goal of an undefeated season.
Bobby won't have the same luck
as General Schwarzkopf.
Midwest:

DUKE - Coach 'K' will get his
rematch with Tark but the result
will be the same as last year.
West:
What more to say than

•U-N-L-V. Even the NCAA with,
its stacked West bracket, can't
stop the Rebel juggernaut. A
team with at least four future No.
1 NBA draft picks won't be beaten.
C C G

BRIAN DUGGER:
East:
NORTH CAROLINA - Young
team that gained valuable experience playing year in ACC. Dean
Smith-enough said.
Southeast:
INDIANA — Damon Bailey.
Calbert Cheaney, two of the best
talents in country. Weak bracket.
Arkansas only competition.
West:
UNLV — Can't knock 40
straight victories. Strong
bracket. Georgetown could give
Rebs tough time in second round.
Midwest:
DUKE — Always seem to be
around for the Final Four. Sorry
Ohio State.
□ □ D
GLENLUBBERT:
East:
NORTH CAROLINA — Dean
Smith is one of the top three
coaches in the nation. And they
have the confidence needed to
win the tourney because they just
won the ACC Championship.
Southeast:

ARKANSAS - Oliver Miller
down low will be a key factor, and
Todd Day can really light it up.
They made it to the final four last
year, and they're a much better
team then they were last year.
West:
SETON HALL - They're on top
of the world after winning the Big
East. Being in the Big East gives
the Pirates experience enough to
win the tournament. They nave
the spark back court with Oliver
Taylor and Terry Dehere. That's
exaclty what a team needs to win.
Midwest:
DUKE — Sixth in the nation.
Mike Krzyzewski is also one of
the top three coaches in the
league. Also, the ACC has proven
in the past to be the dominating
conference in the tournament,
and Duke has certainly proved itself to be a contender by being in
the final four, four out of the last
five years.
□ O D
THE SPORTS DOCTOR (Matthew D. Schroder):
East:
OKLAHOMA STATE — You
heard it here first. The Cowboys
have lived in the shadow of the
Sooners long enough. While
everyone is talking about the

C Continued from page 7.
Heels and the Orangemen, double
left we were down two points and
check where OSU is seeded.
had the ball."
Southeast:
Georgia Tech was afraid it
ARKANSAS - The Razorbacks
will survive the Road to the Final wouldn't even make the tournaFour and meet Oklahoma State ment because of its late-season
for one of the tourney's last two slump.
tickets. Miller, Day and company
will end the Cowboys' Cinderella
"We're just happy to be in
season and advance to the finals. there," guard Kenny Anderson
said. "We need to regroup and get
our act together. Everybody had
West:
ARIZONA — I like those teams been saying all week that we'd be
that were not worn down by one of in Ohio State's section, and when
those wonderful conference tour- I saw their name come up (as the
neys. It's hard to pick anyone top seed), I said, 'Hopefully, we'over Vegas, but a final game re next.'"
without them sounds refreshing
Georgia Tech's first-round op— kind of like not having the ponent. DePaul, has won two of
Niners in the Super Bowl. (Note: their three games. The Yellow
Michigan State will be blown out Jackets won their last game, Feb.
by Vanderbilt even if the Big Ten 6, on a 3-pointer at the buzzer.
doesn't play a conference tourSt. John's lost to DePaul in its
ney).
regular-season finale, then lost in
Midwest:
the first round of the Big East
NEBRASKA — This team was tournament for the fifth consecu(licked to finish last in their con- tive year. Not exactly how coach
erence. Last! Texas will fight Lou Carnesecca wanted to enter
them to the end for the Final Four his 17th NCAA tournament.
bid, but the Cornhuskers prevail.
The Doctor says Arkansas and
"This is money time. This is
Arizona stage the Mother of All what you play for," Carnesecca
Finals with the Razorbacks said. "Five months of practice
claiming the National Title.
and games for this. When you get
Enjoy the Madness!
there, you don't want a quick
exit."
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
BGSU IS HOLDING A PUBLIC AUCTION OF
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT AND LOST a FOUND
PROPERTY ON WEDNESDAY. MARCH 27,
1991 BEGINNING AT 10:30 AM THE LOCATION OF THE AUCTION WILL BE AT THE OLD
PAINT SHOP STORAGE BUILDING. LOCATED
NEXT TO THE TV STATION OFF OF TROUP
STREET AMONG THE ITEMS TO BE AUCTIONED ARE VEHICLES. FURNITURE, COMPUTERS a PRINTERS. TIRES a RIMS. BICYCLES. JEWELRY. WATCHES. CALCULATORS. WALKMANS. RADAR DETECTORS a
SCANNERS. CAMERAS. MISC SPORTING
GOODS. MISC TOOLS CASH OR CHECK
ACCEPTED - N KEITH BRADLEY AUCTIONEER OTHER INFORMATION MAY BE
OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT. BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, 372-2121
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 7:30 AM - 4.00
PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Do you want to oring an end* to anMnal abuse
and exploitation? Do something about HI Attend
an informational meeting lor Students for the
Ethclal Treatment of Animals.
Thursday. March 14 8:00 pm UCF Center

LOST ON 3/9 AT UPTOWN
BROWN
LEATHER COAT PLEASE AT LEAST RETURN
KEYS AND ID'S TO RODGER'S FRONT DESK.
OR CALL 372-3153
NO QUESTIONS
ASKED.
Lost-Navy Blue long wool coat. Left at Tuxedo
Junction. Saturday night REWARD"1 Please
call Shannon 354-8831

SERVICES OFFERED

CASH FOR COLLEGE
We offer a computer
scholarship a financial aid
matching service. Send $7 lor
complete details and application.
Phase III. Dept Tl. PO Box 4487.
Columbia. South Carolina 29240
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Beet price in sound around
Cal 874-8684
PREGNANT?
We can help. Free pregnancy teals and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call354-HQPE
Taking reservations now for Summer storage
Call Stor ■ All at 352-4541

GRAB A BUDDY AND GET MUDDY!
UAA Mud Volleyball Tournament
April 20-21
Appi avail at 405 S Services
And Mileti Alumni Center Due 3/22
First come. First serve basis

PERSONALS
' Alpha Phi. Phi Mu. ZBT. SAE.
Pi kappa Phi. SigEpsThe Alpha Gams are excited tor the 7 way on
Sat See you there1
1

Kiss me, I'm Greek '

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 11,
1991 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN OROER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1991 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR OROER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
There wil be a LAGA support group meeting
Thursday. March 14. at 8:30 pm, In trie United
Christian Fellowship Center Main Lounge. The
meeting is tree and open to all Integration night
has been cancelled
PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
Psl ChUUPA Faculty Appreciation Award
Nomination Forms Available in 2nd Floor
Student Lounge. Psychology Building
Deadline la March 15th

' Slg Kap ' Linda Brown • Slg Ksp •
Get psyched - it's met
Big and little forever we will be
We're starling a family
Ireah and new
Who'll share the mystic bond and be true
Sigma Kay Love,
Big?
"' Sigma Kappa * • Sigma Kappa ■ ■
LI' Denlae Hll
I'm so excited that you are my little1 Get psyched for Tuesday'
" • Sigma Kappa • • Sigma Kappa ■'

month Cal 352-8435

AGOMarmSchmldAGO
Congratulations on your peering to Travis Gilbert We're very happy tor you1
Alpha Phi' Sara Walton ' Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your lavalierlng to Kevin
Brown of DeRa Upsilon
Alpha Xi Delta-Beth Luther-Alpha XI Delta
Get excited little, for soon you wil see.,
that you're an important member of "Xi Beat'
family1 Another due la wafting for only you to
see so be at the house and don't be late for
the social at 7:30
Love, Big??

Tune In
loWBOUM-1
Weekdays from 2-4 pm
WHY? Because you could win
a pair of tickets to see
Oliver Stone's "The Doors".
Call 372-2128.

SIGN UP TODAY!I!
The Student Recreation Center presents
the
1991 Spring Biathlon!
Saturday. April 20, 1991
Team & individual signups in the SRC
Main Office by Friday, March 15th
Awards and prizes" Competi
tion/predictk)n--rnate;lemale'co-eovteam entries The Biathlon includes a 10K run oncampus and 1 mile sw*n in Cooper Pool. For
more information call 372-7482
ST. PATTY'S BASM
at Tuxedo Junction
Friday. March 15th from 5-9pm
Si cover and 50 drafts!
Green Beer/50-50 Raffle Lots O'Fun
18 and over welcome *
Sponsored by
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs
THANK YOU
The sisters of Kappa Delta would like to thak all
of those who participated in Jail - n • Bail and
made if a success A special thank you goes fo
Kappa Delia Alumnae
Krogers
Myte's
Subway
Ail of your contributions will help stop the tears
and pern of aoused children
Theta Chi ■ Theta Chi
Athlete of the Week • Greg Tract
Brother fo the Week - Chris Westover
Theta Chi - Theta Chi
Tricia. Jen. Miss.. Kristi. Beth. & Michelle
We all love and support yout
Love, aH your Kappa Sisters
TTKA • Pie Eating Contest
Happy Hours - Frt. 6-9

GoodTymes

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Coed Bowling March 18; Men s a Women's Soccer • March
19. 3-Pltch Sottbell • Coed • April 2. Coed DOM
A Men'a Sngls Tennis • April 3 All entries due
by 4 00 p m on due dale m 108 Rec Center
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPUCA
tlONS ARE DUE BY MARCH 15. 1981 PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER GET
INVOLVED IN PLANNING THE INTRAMURAL
PROGRAM
AXO • AXO " AXO * AXO * AXO
The others win be GREEN with envy*
AXO • AXO " AXO • AXO • AXO
Baseball card show
Free Admission
Sun March 17th 10am-4pm
Pemberviee Amencen Legion Hal
So a pan of me book that thousands of BGSU
students use - the 1891-92 UAO Day By Day
Calendar* You can submit photos a cover de
sigan that could not only be used but may win
you some money* Watch the paper lor details
or cal the UAO Office al 2 2343
BG'a newest, classy salon offers ..
• New Wolff Tanning Beds
1 I visits 120 00
' HairCuts $8 00
529 Ridge SI B G
Delta Zeta
President Acquisition Dinner
Eat some pie w. the Petes this Saturday
It's all in good taste
TTKA * TTKA ■ TTKA
GOVERNMENT HOMESfrom S1
|U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossisalona Your area (11805 982-8000
Ext GH-9849 lor current repo ssl
Have you bought your tickets at the hottest
'■" show around? Jon Faddis, a fazz trumpet
player and his trio, will be here Staurday. March
16* Tickets are discounted for BGSU students
w valid ID and are on sale now el various IocsHone OomMteeOut*
Heel 4 Sole the* Repair
now located al
150 S. Main, next to Ben Franklin

LOST & FOUND
Found: Female Collie mix. Friendly, pin in hip,
cal 352-7339

fclA-ZEL THEATRE!

Danny's Type Write
Typewriter
Repair Service
All Makes
• Specialized in IBM •
Student Discounts Available

M* in Umttri I bettHNM
IllHtlf II 7:15 IM 1:15

KAPPAS a PI PHIS
Get exerted for
Serenading tonight! 8 30pm
MONMOUTH DUO MARCH 15
KKG ' Kappa Sig " KKG • Kappa Slg
Congratulations lo Kappa Jenna Koemer on her
AWESOME lavakertng to Kappa Sigma Jan Pol
lock
It waa too romantic'
KKG * Kappa Sig ' KKG ' Kappa Sig

Hey FreshPRINCEl
It a bean a month since you graced me with
your presence. How lucky I am' We'l have
tun m Cino-fuat as long as you bring some
Dr Pepper And Oh. how many scke does
it take to get to the center of a blow pop?
You know, it's realty neat because they're
■Xe candy and gum al In one' Now. what
would you do w/out me. Ha Ha' See ya soon
■Love Sleeping Beeuty

KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG
Slater of the Weak
JenRoaaetti
Officer of the Week
Traw SchkMterOeck
KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG • KKQ

continued on pg. 10

f^X SHAMROCK
IA PIZZAS

KKG • Phi Sigma Kappa ■ KKG
Congratulartone to Kappa Lon Androaky on tm
•watering to Pm Sigma Kappa Garret! Wyckotf
KKG ' Phi Sigma Kappa ' KKQ

14" with 1 item only

$5.00
at
Campus PoUyeyes

KKQ • • • KKG • * ' KKG
■M AMY PALUMBOI
I hope you have recovered
from fuming 21
Qet psyched for Monmouth Duo
ft wtl be Iota of fun1
Love, your LI Elyee
KKQ • • • KKG * * • KKG
Large Cleveland area manufacturer needs
Soph Jr orSr Computer Science or MIS mafor
with COBOL for Fall 91 « 92 Cal the Co-op
Program at 372-2451 lor qetaW

440 E. Court
352-9638
Expires 3-17-91

Students left make sure your Spring Break It
SAFE li HAPPY
with a
Free Safety Inspection

A Lube, Oil and Filter
tor $17.95
Call or stop by for on appointment 353-3060
Please bring this ad with you.
rseeeeaeeen

(fcjMraftrttJM

UniGraphics

<&jf8f£%

211 West Hall
372-7418

FOR SERVICE CALL

354-1247

Danny Cota... .Technician
ribbons and supplies available

TMUM li liritfi Irttll
III Mill Ml MM

SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
• KRISTI CIOCHETTO •
Roses are red
Violets are blue
I'm so lucky to have
s little late YOU'
Get excited for tail Hunt
Love, Your Big??

GET READY FOR SPRING
BREAK

INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED
APPLY IN 108 REC CENTER BY MARCH 18

with

HOWLING CHIiLN-HJIXll
700-1000
Qualified Job Leeds
Entry-level poarbona.Internships
summer jobs a oversea opportunities
Receive 4 issues each containing
700 to 1000 new fob leads every

RUSSIAN CLUB
Come see Leningrad's finest
underground Necrorealism films.
Russian conversation loaowmg
meeting at PoUyeyes
7 pm 11 2 BA Bldg
SHAMROCK SALEI
ONLY 1 50 EACH OR 2 FOR 3.00
UNIVERSITY HALL / UNION OVAL
TODAY
YVE DELIVER TOO1
SHAMROCK SALEI

Sigma Kappa
Little Carol WiHemse
I'm so happy my w will be you
You're an awesome sister, & a terrific friend
too I can't wait (or Thursday so l can led you
But, until then here's a clue
I'm a Sigma
Kappa and my eyes aren't blue!
Love, Your BIG

To provide quality, professional
resume service to the University
community at a reasonable price,
plus a $2.00 discount.'

OBJECTIVE:

PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to take typewritten copy or
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type
resumes available in Bowling Green.
Currently support MSWord, MacWrite,
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk
conversion possible.

WE'RE ALMOST FULL

See our selection of:

■k wear your
letters on
your trip -iz

kh "

•
•
•
•

T-shirts
Tank Tops
Shorts
Swim Suits

(check out our sale items 40% to 70% OFF)

JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridfie

352-8533

FIELD MANOR APTS.
• 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.
• 519 Leroy Ave.

REFERENCES:

Your well-above-average roommate
who has already had one done here.

* 2 bedroom * 2bath * furnished
1

Call 352-0717
for more information.

Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount.
Offer expires August 10, 1991.

'O
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PSXES • PIKES • PtXES ■ PKES
Oat payctiad lor TTKA'S Pla Eating Conteal
IT i al in good taatol
PIKES " PIKES • PIKES • PIKES

continued from pg. 9
Mom
Bayur men m nw avougrr
and el me end ia a aurpnaa for you
Jual wart and you wS aaa
mat we la me baal AZO femay
At ma tea cream eooai
we'■ hava lota o* tun
atthough you won't know mat I'm ma ona
It a going to M ■ reely good ame
So ba at ma houaa kMgnt at S 00
Lova. Baj?
IT

AomeoeJuaet
Tha [link love aapn/ratuma aa ony Oavatand
Bean can perform it' Friday. March 1S Sign a up by Thursday. March 14 in tha UAO Office

Sigma Kappa
My ■ Careen*. * aweeome1
Wal make a great teem'
Love, your Big

SKJMA KAPPA
Jenny Mayer 4 Judy Patera
Roeeaarered
Volets are lavender
One Una is great
But two a) much Qrandar
Love.
BlgT

Malot Totado Corporation seeu a 3 0 Junior or
Senior Accounting mator tor Fal Internarap In
"apace* protect
Cal Co-op Program at
372 2451 lordatalla
BUNCH MADNESSII HEM
Oat Paycnad lor Pt» Kappa Tau Baakatbai Mar
amon Sunday March 17. 9 am to 9 pm

SIGMA ALPHA EPSH.ON
Congratulationa to the SAE bowlers
Al fraternity champions
•PT. Alpha"
k ALPHA EPSHON

AWARO WINNERS
CLAYTON C. KOHL FRATERNITY
SCHOLARSHIP AWARO
Lambda Chi Alpha

tPRINQ AWARDS 1M1 WINNERS
OUTSTANDING GREEK WOMAN
mont

Juke La

OUTSTANDING" PRESIDENT Joan Aahcralt
NEED A SUMMER JOS
Camatottw
"Mow to Find your Own Coop"
Friday. March 15th
2 30 pm - Capitol Room
3rd Floor, Unhi. Union
H you llnd . wmmar (ob
on your own that la related
lo your career goal a.
Call tha Co-op Program
172-24(1
to raglatar N with ua
tor FREE AcadMMc Racognltlon

SK3 KAP • SKI KAP • S«3 KAP
My me ha* a Aral name.
ita D-A-w-N
My Mile naa a aacond name.
B-E-N-O-E
I'd love to aaa her on Tueeday.
and il you ask ma why 11 aay
Ceuee Sigma Kappa haa mat day
to show our Ha Ona Heart Ona Way
Oat paycnad lor the Ekg/UtHa Hunt. Dawn'
Love Your Big
SIG KAP • S*3 KAP • SK3 KAP

PANHELLENIC COMMUNITY SERVICE
WARD Alpha XI Delta and Kappa Delta

Jennifer

OUTSTANDINO
SkMbonom

Jennifer

NEW

MEMBER

immediately looking for one roommate for Fal
'91 Fun. outgoing girls $165 month A electrie Cal ASAP 372 3194

TIM SMITH AWARD
Jim Slavic
Sigma Phi Epallon
STEVEN R HANNA AND
KEVIN L. ROSS MEMORIAL AWARD
Darkk Jacobs
Slgms Alpha Epillon

OUTSTANDINO CABINET MEMBER ChfleUno
Kendzora

JOSEPH M. FIRMENT
"NEW MEMBER" AWARD
David Burch
Sigma Phi Epslkm

OUTSTANDINO PLEDGE/ASSOCIATE MEMBER CLASS - Gamma Phi Beta
OUTSTANDINO PANHELLENIC SPIRIT - Alpha
CM Omega Alpha Gamma Delta. CM Omega.
Daks Zeta and Pi Beta Phi

ANTHONY CORSIGLIA
"GREEK SPORTSMAN" AWARD
JlmColanerl
Alpha Sigma Phi

Q. A. M.M. A. AWARD- Alpha Phi

MITCH WEITZMAN MEMORIAL AWARD
Seen Murphy
Alpha Sigma Phi

ORDER OF OMEOA AWARD Cindy Peach
CHAPTER EXCELLENCE AWARD Alpha Chi
Omega. Alpha Gamma Dana. Alpha Phi. Chi
Omega

ORDER OF OMEOA AWARD
Ben Felnsteln
Lambda Chi Alpha

JACKIE ORIBBONS AWARD - Linda Schneider

PRESIDENT'S AWARD
Scott Chamberlain
Phi Gamma Delia

CAROLYN WOOD AWARO Jute Lament
OUTSTANDING PANHELLENIC REPRESENTATIVE Jane McElroy
TOTAL CHAPTER AVERAGE AWARD
Damme (3 05T)

PRESIDENT'S AWARD
Orag Valandlngham
Kappa Sigma

Delta

OUTSTANDING GREEK MAN AWARD
Norm Marks
Beta Thata PI

BMVUTTLE SISTER AWARO - Andrea Path
and Wendy Gradwonl from Alpha Chi Omega
(4 0!
Maggie Varverka and Danielle McLeon Irom Al
pha Gamma Delta (4 0)

Q.A.M.M.A. AWARO
Lambda Chi Alpha

HIGHEST PLEDGE CLASS AWARD - Gamma
Phi Bets (2 94) and Kappa Kappa Gamma
(2 94|
HIGHEST ACTIVE CHAPTER AWARD
Gamma (311)

Delta

CHAPTER IMPROVEMENT AWARD
Sigma Theta Iptua 462)

Delta

APARTMENT
*o. EXPLOSION

HELP' 1-9 female roommates needed for
Summer Cal 353 9639 after fl 30 pm

SIGMA CHI SCHOLARSHIP AWARO
Alpha Phi Alpha

TAMPURAQEI AWARD - J4 Yon
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AWARD
Slack

HELP US"
A 22 and 23 year old male seeking a 2 bedroom, turmsned apartment for BG School year
Must have oft - street perking and not be more
that $300 month total Cal anytime. Frank
372-6494

Immediately looking tor one roommate for Fal
'91. fun outgoing girta. $i65<month & electric
Cal ASAP 372-3194

HOLLIS A. MOORE
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Kappa Slgms

A-

Female Subieeser needed lor summer in beautiful air cond Fox Run Apt Rent negotiable Cal
Connie anytime 353-9399

INTERFRATERNITY MEMBERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT AWARD
PI Kappa Phi

DEAN'S SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Lambda CM Alpha

FLORENCE CURRIER - Tracy Maneaga

2 Non-amoktng. female subieasers needed tor
summer
$97'mo plus utilities
Call
Lesa/Staoe 2 5041

Looking for responsible person to share 2
bdrm apt until August Air. private room spaolaoue. qu«et neighborhood $162 50 mo Cal
352-4443. leave message
Needed Female Summer Sublease for house
very close to campus Own room. $96 25 per
month' Cal Jufte. 354-7483
One female roommate needed tor next year
Very close to campus Cal Kim 372-3665 or
Jam* 372 3671
Roommate needed for next year Own room
$120/month. Close to campus. Call
3529242

1 non*»moking (©male roommate needed for
91 92 school year Very close lo campus Very
cheap' Cal Michelle or Roxanne al 372-1 781
or leave a message

- R.E. Mgmt. -

- $25.00 -

- R.E. Mgmt.
Igmt. -

- $5.00 -

45678 4879 45167

R.E. Mgmt. -

- $500 00 -

You are always a
WINNER with
R. E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.

A pre-coeege residents progrsm
lor
high school students

$10 $400 Up WEEKLY. Mailing Brochures!
RUSH Serf-Addressed Envelope
Income.
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301-CDE. Riviera. AZ
66442
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan, PO
Box 234BG. Kenitworth. NJ 07033 1.908)
276 0998
ACT NOW! AD0E0 INCOME NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN HOME ASSEMBLY; WOOD
WORKING. CRAFTS. OTHERS
CALL
1-601-388-8242 EXT H 2593 24 HOURS.
INCLUDING SUNDAY
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries
Earn $5,000 plus/month. Free transportation! Room and Board! Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For 66~page employment manual, send $0.95
to MAL Research, Box 64008, Seattle, WA
98124. - Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Alpha Phi is looking for house boys for the
91-92 school year II interested please cal Elizabeth at 372-5209

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOP INFORMATION. 504-841-8003 EXT 5972
Like to sell?
Like to play games?
Do Both!
Make money by selling the latest new card
game SAKI Make up to $96 per dozen sold
Compete for cash bonuses based on sales perfomance Work on your own schedule on campus Arrange for an interview by calling Jim at
419-666-3333 You may cal coHect Be one
of the select few chosen. Call now. Minimum
investment in inventory under S100'
Need Career Experience?
Find out why Procter 8 Gamble. Xerox. 8 GE
want to hire students who have worked the
summer with Southwestern Please drop your
name mu/o- 8 phOHfjnO toOCMR2562
Professional couple needs dependable child
care for 1 and 3 yr olds in our Perrysburg Twp
home 1-3 days per week Transportation and
references required 1-874-2147

Spring Break $$S
S7.26 starting
Train now, FT on break. PT during school. Expansion has created several openings In marketing/salea department
AASP Scholarships 8 Co-ops available Cal
now 382-1060

S07 EAST MERRY
2 BRIurn apts
free water 8 sewer
9 1 2 month leases
across from campus
laundry f sol ' prrv parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Mam * 352-5620

704 5th St
2 bedroom completely furn
Microwave. ACS laundry faoi
2, 3. 4 person rates

352-3445
Hours 9-9. local owner

Employment available as
ators: Residential position
Minimum sophomore ctassrfication
Instructors: High school Math. Engtsh
Social Studies. Science Non-residential
Bachelor's degree required
Applications 8 position descriptions
available at 301 Hayes Hal
Deadline April 5 1991
YARD WORK S5 00'HR
REPLYTOIO.E
BOX 132. BG
OH 43402

A few good tennants needed
Mt Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed, Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Cal Gary at 353-7934
Apt thru summer Move in now 1st mo paid
lor For more Into call 352-7070
Carry Rentals - 2 bedroom apts houses for 2 3 • 4 students Very near campus New Rates
Available! Call 352 7365
FEMALE sublease apt for SUMMER'91 Very
close to campus Cal Julie 354 8057
Furnished 2 bedroom house Furnished utilities
except electric Open lor summer and fal semesters 319 E Evers Call 669-3036

76Camaro

Houses for Rent 2 8 4 Bdrm WH rent to 2,3,
or 4 people 9 or 12 month leases or summer
only Close to campus Good rates Cal
353 1731

Runs Great!
$500 or best offer
372-1256 ask for Jim

Houses lor rent 2 A 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 364-2854 after
8.00 pm

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Sales rape * S5-S10anhour
Cal 352-8435

Entropy

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 23- Aug 3. 1991
(six weeks)

Summer Subleaser Needed • 1 female, own
bedroom. AC 843 Sixth St. $348 al Summer
Cal 352-5938

Dishwasher pert time Nights 8 weekends Ap
ply at Days Inn Ask for Jim or Ed

WANTED

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fuf-tlme summer positions are avaaable m our
Auto Travel Dept Qualified indrvkJusto w* have
a wortung knowledge ol major U S Highway
systems and excetent communications skies
Candidates should be avaaable to train during
Spring Break The openings are located W the
greeter Cleveland area. Mentor. Ravenna,
Nikes. Norwalk. and Boardman Rate of pay wal
be between $4 50 and $4 75 per hour Interested individuals should cal (216) 361 6016

Awesome Car Stereo - Kenwood pul out CD
player, AMP. equalizer Very good Quaftty Paid
$1000. must sell $500. or best offer Cal

LIVE DOWNTOWN!
1 8 2 BR unfurn apts
Gracious quiet living
Prices from $280'mo.
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Main. 352-5620

352-5936
Cannondale ST-600 ) 16 speed aluminum touring bike). 25" Frame (tal), $525. 352-5343.
372-2097
FOR SALE IBM COMPATIBLE LAPTOP COMPUTER. PRINTER. SOFTWARE. NEW CONDITION $1200 CALL372-4174
ITEMS FOR SALE. 14" Color TV ($60): VCR
($120). Brand New Zenith 2400 Ext Modem
($100); microwave ($60); Desk ($30); Benttey
Acoustic Electric Guitar ($120); Leather Jacket
(L) - $45.
Everything Must go1 AH prices negotiable
Can Ray at 353-9179
Motorcycle shield, will fit any bike over 500
cc, take best offer, must sell, call Greg at
3/2-4838 and leave message.
Round trip ticket Irom Toledo lo Orlando. FL.
3/22 • 3 30 (1991) Call 352-5959 alter
4 30 pm
Two One-Way Tickets from Toledo to Ft Laud
on March 22 Cal Jen 354-5690
VW Jetta 1980. good runner, good body,
$800 Cal Tom, 353-5496

FOR RENT
2 BDRM APTS-FURN 8 UNFURN
NearHarhsman Free heat 8 cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across Irom Harshman)

Need an apt lor summer or fall?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS!
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2260 or stop at 319 E Wooster
(across Irom Taco Bel)
to pick up our listing 8
speak with our friendly staff
Nice 3 bedroom house, close to campus, low utitities. 12 month lease Starting August '91.
$5 7 5 mo
718 third St
Call Carle
1-433-4474
One 8 Two BR furn apts 9 A 12 mo and Bummer leases avail S A V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next IP bus Station) 352-7454
Quiet, 1 story apts. 1 A 2 bedroom available
GoodriitfS C.IIM*,...t3f,3 7600
RE Management
Has apartments for rent for Summer and Fal
1991 Mention this ad when signing a new
lease. 3/5 • 3/15, and get $50 off first
month's rent 113 Railroad SI 352 9302
Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfurn heat A AC
paid 352-3445
Seniors and Grads
803-815 8th St
2 bdrm , gas heat
A/C. spacious
9 1/2 A 12 mo leases
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.

2 bedroom lumished apt
FREE gas. heat, water. HBO
Prtvate parking
Laundry Facilities
Newlove Rentals
328 S Mam * 352-5620

309 High
2 BRIurn apts.
free heat, water 8 sewer
9 i 2 mo leases
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5620

354-6036
Summer Sublease Available
PartaalyFurn. 1 bdrm $275 per month AJutiHties and cable included Cal 354-7258
Three Apartments In house
Close to campus. 443 N Enterprise:
AptAt bdrm. cute, 12
mo. lease. August 91. $340 mo
AptB 3 bdrm . LR, kitchen den, bath, 12 mo.
lease. August 91 $575/mo
Apt. C Large efficiency. 12 mo lease. Aug. 91
$285 /mo.
call Carle at 1-433-4474

by Chuck Bost
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START TOUR CLIMB
TO
CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six week* of Army ROTC leadership training. With

by J.A. Holmgren

Pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence, and decisiveness It takes to
succeed in a career. And you'll qualify to earn Army officer
credentials while you're completing your college studies.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Jeff Ovenden 372-2476 Room 151 Memorial Hall
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